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Abstract: In this paper, we demonstrate the emergence of nonlinear gravitational equations
directly from the physics of a broad class of conformal field theories. We consider CFT excited
states defined by adding sources for scalar primary or stress tensor operators to the Euclidean
path integral defining the vacuum state. For these states, we show that up to second order in
the sources, the entanglement entropy for all ball-shaped regions can always be represented
geometrically (via the Ryu-Takayanagi formula) by an asymptotically AdS geometry. We
show that such a geometry necessarily satisfies Einstein’s equations perturbatively up to
second order, with a stress energy tensor arising from matter fields associated with the sourced
primary operators. We make no assumptions about AdS/CFT duality, so our work serves
as both a consistency check for the AdS/CFT correspondence and a direct demonstration
that spacetime and gravitational physics can emerge from the description of entanglement in
conformal field theories.
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence suggests that certain quantum field theories can be reinter-
preted to provide a fundamental definition of some corresponding quantum theories of grav-
ity. For these field theories, each quantum state has a dual gravitational interpretation; it
encodes some asymptotically AdS spacetime whose boundary geometry is equivalent to the
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fixed spacetime on which the field theory lives. These spacetimes should satisfy the dynam-
ical constraints of the corresponding gravitational theory; at the classical level these are the
Einstein equations or some other covariant gravitational equations.
A few very basic questions about the correspondence are:
1. For which field theories does a dual gravitational interpretation exist?
2. Which states of these theories have a dual gravitational interpretation well-described
by a classical spacetime?
3. How is the spacetime geometry encoded in the field theory state in this case?
4. What CFT physics implies that these encoded geometries satisfy the expected dynamical
constraints?
Despite a great deal of evidence for the validity of the correspondence, our understanding of
these questions is far from complete. However, significant progress has come recently from the
realization [1–5] that the spacetime geometry and gravitational physics encoded by the field
theory is intimately connected with the structure and dynamics of quantum entanglement in
the field theory state.
Central to the recent developments is the proposal by Ryu and Takayanagi [2, 6] (and its
covariant generalization by Hubeny, Rangamani and Takayanagi [7] - we will refer to this as the
HRRT formula) that the entropy of a spatial subsystem of the field theory, which measures
the entanglement of that subsystem with the rest of the system, has a direct geometrical
interpretation as the area of a certain surface in the dual spacetime. Through this connection,
we can in principle deduce much of the spacetime geometry associated with a state by seeking
a geometry that correctly reproduces the CFT entanglement entropies.
Starting from the HRRT proposal, it has also been possible to begin to understand the
field theory origin of the dynamical constraints on the dual spacetimes. In [8, 9], it was
demonstrated that any spacetime geometry that correctly captures the entanglement entropy
of a near-vacuum CFT state to first order in the perturbation must satisfy Einstein’s equations
linearized about Anti de Sitter space.1
The main goal of this paper is to extend these results to the nonlinear level. Here, one
has to be careful to work with states that are expected to have a good classical description on
1 A different derivation of the same result was given more recently in [10, 11] using the technology of
kinematic space and OPE blocks. The derivation was extended to include bulk quantum corrections in [12].
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the gravity side, as opposed to states that might describe quantum superpositions of different
geometries. After motivating a class of CFT states with this property, we will show that
with only a minimal assumption about the CFT, a spacetime which captures via the HRRT
formula the entanglement entropy of such a state up to second order in perturbations around
the vacuum state must satisfy Einstein’s equations perturbed to second order about AdS.
The stress tensor acting as a source is that for matter fields determined by the non-zero one-
point functions in the CFT state. Our calculations make use of techniques developed in [13]
(see also [14, 15]) for perturbative CFT calculations of entanglement entropy and methods
developed in [16, 17] for the relevant gravity calculations.
In demonstrating the necessity of Einstein’s equations, we need only demand that the
spacetime in question captures the entanglement entropies for ball-shaped regions (of various
sizes and in various frames of reference) of the CFT. A surprising by-product of our analysis
is that a spacetime satisfying Einstein’s equations and capturing the entanglement entropy
for ball-shaped regions always exists as long as the CFT satisfies a single constraint relating
the overall coefficient CT in the stress-tensor two-point function to an overall coefficient a
∗
appearing in the vacuum entanglement entropy for a ball. This is a manifestation of the fact
that to second order in the state deformation, the ball-entanglement entropies expressed in
terms of CFT one-point functions are given by a nearly universal formula, depending only
on the coefficients CT and a
∗. Thus, if the ball entanglement entropies at this order are
geometrical for certain CFTs, they must be geometrical for all CFTs with the same relation
between these coefficients.
In fact, we will suggest that for any CFT, it is always possible to represent the ball-
entanglement entropies geometrically if we replace the area functional in the HRRT formula
with some particular functional in a one parameter family. In this case, the geometry cal-
culating entanglement entropies with this functional must satisfy the equations of motion
associated with some one-parameter family of gravitational actions.
We have stated above a bare-bones version of the results of this paper; before getting
into the technical calculation, we will now give a somewhat more detailed summary of our
results and a brief summary of their derivation.
1.1 Summary of results
We consider general conformal field theories on d dimensional Minkowski spacetime. For any
such CFT, we can define two parameters a∗ and CT , both of which will be referred to as
central charges since in even dimensions they can be related to the a- and c-central charges
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parameterizing the trace anomaly. The parameter a∗ governs the overall normalization of
the universal parts of the vacuum entanglement entropy for ball-shaped regions [6, 18–20];
apart from this overall parameter, the ball entanglement entropies for all theories in a given
dimension are identical. The second parameter CT gives the overall normalization of the CFT
stress tensor two-point function [21, 22]. Again, these two-point functions take a universal
form up to the overall normalization. For the most part of this paper we will focus on the
case where2
C˜T ≡ pi
d (d− 1)
Γ(d+ 2)
CT = a
∗ , (1.1)
where the first equality defines C˜T in terms of the stress tensor two-point normalization CT
(using the convention of [23]). In the discussion section we return to cases where C˜T = a
∗
does not hold.
Our results apply to CFT states of the form
〈ϕ(0)(x)|ψλ(ε)〉 =
∫ ϕ(x0E=0,x)=ϕ(0)(x)
[Dϕ]e−
∫ 0
−∞ dx
0
Ed
d−1x (LCFT+λα(x;ε)Oα(x)) . (1.2)
created by Euclidean path-integrals of the type discussed in [24, 25] and inspired by [26, 27]
(see section 3.1 for further details). Here, λα(x; ε) are sources for various primary operators in
the theory, which will be taken to vanish for the Euclidean time x0E → 0. In the holographic
context these operators will be the low-dimension operators dual to light fields in the bulk,
but our results apply to general CFTs. We will motivate this class of states by arguing that
in the holographic case, there is a specific prescription to associate classical bulk Lorentzian
spacetimes to states defined in this way. Roughly, we can think of these states as giving rise
to coherent states of the perturbative quantum fields in AdS [24]. In a separate paper [28],
evidence will be presented that any near-AdS spacetime (defined perturbatively about AdS)
can be described in this way.
For these states, we will assume that the sources turn off for ε → 0 and consider the
perturbative expansion of various field theory quantities in powers of ε. Specifically, we
define
S(x,R, u; ε) = S(0)(x,R, u) + ε δS(1)(x,R, u) + ε2δS(2)(x,R, u) + . . . (1.3)
to be the entanglement entropy of a ball-shaped region of radius R centered at spacetime
point xµ in a spatial plane perpendicular to timelike vector uµ; this depends implicitly on the
sources λα.
2 In even dimensions a∗ is precisely the coefficient A of the Euler density in the trace anomaly for 〈Tµµ 〉.
The relation between the usual central charge c and the stress-tensor two-point function normalization is
CT = (40/pi
4)c for d = 4 (see, for example [19]). Then the condition (1.1) reduces to c = a.
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Finally, we define The Hubeny-Rangamani-Ryu-Takayanagi (HRRT) formula:
Given an asymptotically AdS geometry M with dimensionless metric,3 the HRRT formula
associates to any region A on the boundary of AdS the quantity
SgravM (A) =
1
4
Area(A˜) , (1.4)
where A˜ is the minimal-area codimension-two spacelike surface in M that is homologous to A
(which also implies that A and A˜ have the same boundary) and extremizes the area functional.
In this paper, we will demonstrate the following:
Main results
1. Consider any CFT with C˜T = a
∗ in a state of the form (1.2). Then there exists a
geometry M(ε) defined perturbatively by a metric g
(0)
AdS + ε δg
(1) + ε2δg(2) + . . . that
correctly computes entanglement entropies up to order ε2 for all ball-shaped regions via
the HRRT formula.
2. This geometry M(ε) satisfies Einstein’s equations, up to second order in ε, where the
stress-energy tensor is that for a set of matter fields corresponding to the sourced op-
erators Oα, and these matter fields solve linearized equations about AdS with boundary
conditions specified by the CFT one-point functions of Oα.
These statements are motivated by, but do not assume any aspects of the AdS/CFT
correspondence. Thus, they might be seen as a direct demonstration that gravitational physics
(including bulk locality) emerges naturally in the description of entanglement in conformal
field theories. That our results hold with such minimal assumptions on the CFT may be
surprising, but we will see that this is a necessary byproduct of the existence of conformal field
theories with Einstein gravity duals together with the universal form of two point functions
in CFTs.
The geometry M(ε) should not in general be thought of as a genuine holographic dual
to the CFT state; unless the CFT satisfies certain extra consistency conditions, M(ε) will
fail to correctly compute other CFT quantities if we try to calculate them using the standard
AdS/CFT dictionary.
As an example, for a CFT dual to some theory of gravity with higher curvature cor-
rections, we do not expect that the spacetime M(ε) defined above and satisfying Einstein’s
3 In the context of AdS/CFT or a gravitational theory, the dimensionless metric is defined as the metric
expressed in units of GN .
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equations is the correct dual. But our result shows that it captures the ball entanglement
entropies to order ε2 via the ordinary HRRT formula. What must be true in this case is
that there is another spacetime ML(ε) satisfying the equations of motion for an appropriate
higher derivative Lagrangian such that ML(ε) correctly encodes the entanglement entropies
via the entanglement entropy functional associated with L. Thus, we expect that our results
above can be generalized, with area replaced by some generalized entanglement functional
associated with L and Einstein’s equations replaced by the equations of motion associated
with L. We will discuss this more in the final section.
1.2 Summary of the derivation
We now provide a brief summary of our derivation. We begin by recalling that for the vacuum
state of any CFT, the density matrix ρ
(0)
A for a ball-shaped region A is given explicitly by
ρ
(0)
A =
1
Z
e−HA HA ≡
∫
A
ddx ζ0(x)T00(x) (1.5)
where for a ball of radius R and radial coordinate r, ζ0(x) = pi(R2 − r2)/R. In other words,
the density matrix is thermal with respect to HA, known as the modular Hamiltonian for the
region. This follows via a conformal transformation from the fact that the vacuum density
matrix for a half-space in any Lorentz-invariant quantum field theory is thermal with respect
to a boost generator [20].
As shown by Casini, Huerta, and Myers [20], the result (1.5) implies that the vacuum
entanglement entropy
S
(0)
A = −tr(ρ(0)A log ρ(0)A ) (1.6)
for a ball-shaped region in any CFT is the same for all CFTs up to an overall constant a∗.
In even dimensions, the universal coefficient a∗ of the logarithmic term in the entanglement
entropy agrees with the A-type trace anomaly coefficient [6, 18]. In odd dimensions, the
universal term in the entanglement entropy is constant and its coefficient a∗ characterizes the
sphere partition function of the CFT, viz., a∗ ∝ logZSd . In any dimension, the universal ball
entanglement entropy exactly agrees with the HRRT formula applied to pure AdS
g(0) =
`2
z2
(dz2 + dxµdxµ) (1.7)
if we set the AdS radius as
` =
(
Γ(d/2)
pid/2
8piGN a
∗
) 1
d−1
. (1.8)
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Key identities
In order to establish that perturbed states also have ball-entanglement represented geomet-
rically, and that the relevant geometries satisfy Einstein’s equations, we make use of two key
identities.
The first follows from the definition of relative entropy in the CFT. For a general state of
the CFT, the relative entropy is a measure of how different the density matrix ρA for region
A is from a reference density matrix ρ
(0)
A , which we will take to be the vacuum density matrix.
It is defined as:
S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) = tr(ρA log(ρA))− tr(ρA log(ρ(0)A )) . (1.9)
From this definition, we have immediately that
∆SA −∆〈HA〉 = −S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) (1.10)
where ∆ refers to the difference from quantities defined in the vacuum state.
Figure 1. AdS-Rindler patch associated with a ball A on a spatial slice of the boundary. Solid blue paths
indicate the boundary flow associated with HA and the conformal Killing vector ζA. Dashed red paths
indicate the action of the Killing vector ξA.
The second key identity is a geometrical identity that we will apply to one-parameter
families of asymptotically AdS spacetimes defined by some metric g(ε) with matter fields
φα(ε). To describe this, we define A˜ to be the HRRT surface in pure AdS associated with a
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ball A and ΣA to be the spatial region between A and A˜, as shown in figure 1. The domain of
dependence of the region ΣA forms a Rindler wedge of AdS. In this region, there is a Killing
vector ξA which vanishes on A˜ and asymptotes to a vector ζA that defines an asymptotic
symmetry for any asymptotically AdS geometry.
Now consider more generally asymptotically AdS spacetimes in the vicinity of pure AdS.
For any such spacetime, we can choose a gauge for which the extremal surface A˜ has the
same coordinate location as in pure AdS and for which the Killing equation LξAg = 0 for the
original vector ξA still holds at A˜ [16, 17]. Away from A˜, LξAg will be non-zero, but we can
think of it as defining a flow on the space of asymptotically AdS metrics.
Suppose for the moment that we restrict to metrics satisfying the field equations for
some gravitational Lagrangian (in our case, this will be Einstein gravity minimally coupled
to matter fields). Thinking of this gravitational theory as a system described by Hamiltonian
mechanics, it turns out that the flow defined by the Lie derivative LξA can be understood
as the flow on phase space associated with some corresponding Hamiltonian function HξA
[16, 29]. Then for any other perturbation to the metric and matter fields, the change in HξA
is given by4
dHξA
dε
= Ω(
dg
dε
,LξAg) (1.11)
where Ω is the symplectic form on the phase space for the theory (and we are using g to
denote both metric and matter fields). We can think of the Hamiltonian HξA as an energy
associated with the timelike vector ξA. It can be expressed as a boundary term, the difference
between SgravA , the area of the surface A˜ for the case of Einstein gravity minimally coupled to
matter, and a quantity EgravA that we can think of as a charge associated with the asymptotic
symmetry ζA [16, 29]. The symplectic form Ω can be expressed as an integral over the
region ΣA of a form ω(δg1, δg2) that is a local expression in the two metric / matter field
perturbations and their first derivatives. Thus, we have
d
dε
(EgravA − SgravA ) =
∫
ΣA
ω(g,
dg
dε
,LξAg) . (1.12)
Now, returning to the full space of asymptotically AdS geometries with matter fields,
we do not expect (1.12) to hold, but the difference between the two sides must be some
quantity that vanishes when the gravitational equations are satisfied. It turns out that this
difference is given by an integral over ΣA of a simple local expression Ggrav built from the
tensors appearing in the field equations for metric and matter fields. In this way, we obtain
4 This follows from the standard relation dHX = iXΩ = Ω(X, ·) between a Hamiltonian vector field X and
the associated Hamiltonian HX .
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our key geometrical identity [16]
d
dε
(EgravA − SgravA ) =
∫
ΣA
ω(g,
dg
dε
,LξAg) +
∫
ΣA
G . (1.13)
Mathematically, this is simply a consequence of Stokes theorem.
Applying our quantum identity (1.10) to some family |Ψ(ε)〉 of states and taking a ε
derivative, we find a similar-looking identity that holds in the CFT,
d
dε
(〈HA〉 − SA) = d
dε
S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) . (1.14)
The two identities (1.13) and (1.14) will form the basis of our proof.
Basic idea of the proof
Suppose that a family of geometries M(ε) described by the metric
g(ε) = g(0) + ε δg(1) + ε2δg(2) + . . . (1.15)
correctly calculates via HRRT the entanglement entropy for some family |Ψ(ε)〉 of states up
to some order in ε. Then SA in (1.14) must agree with S
grav
A in (1.13).
We can also show that the remaining terms on the left sides of (1.13) and (1.14) must
agree with each other: Applying (1.14) to an infinitesimal ball of radius R, we find that the
terms on the right hand side are subleading in powers of the radius, so we have that
d
dε
(SgravA ) =
d
dε
(SA) =
d
dε
(〈HA〉) . (1.16)
As shown in [9], this implies that in Fefferman-Graham gauge where ∆gzz = ∆gzµ = 0, the
leading order asymptotic metric must be related to the CFT stress tensor as
∆gµν =
16pi
d`d−3
〈Tµν〉zd−2 + . . . , (1.17)
where the dots indicate terms at lower orders in z. Using this relation and the explicit forms
for EgravA and HA it then follows that EA in (1.14) must agree with 〈HA〉 in (1.13) [9]. Since
the left sides of these equation have now been shown to agree, we have that for the geometries
M(ε) and the states Ψ(ε),
d
dε
S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) =
∫
ΣA
ω(g,
dg
dε
,LξAg) +
∫
ΣA
G . (1.18)
This central result is valid for any ε; in order to proceed, we now consider terms at specific
orders in ε expanded about ε = 0.
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First order
Setting ε = 0 in the expression (1.18), the left side vanishes since the relative entropy between
a reference state and a perturbation to that state vanishes at first order in the perturbation.
The first term on the right side also vanishes, since the LξAg = 0 for the unperturbed AdS
metric. Further, the matter fields do not enter the expressions at this order. Thus, only the
last term G is nonzero, and the the explicit form of the equation becomes∫
ΣA
ξaAE
(1)
ab 
b = 0 , (1.19)
where E
(1)
ab is the Einstein tensor linearized about AdS and 
a is a volume form. A simple
argument [9] shows that this is possible for all balls A if and only if E
(1)
ab = 0, so we see
that the first order Einstein equations must be satisfied for any geometry that reproduces the
entanglement entropy of a perturbed CFT state.5 We can further argue that a unique such
geometry exists for every state of every CFT: given the CFT stress-energy tensor expectation
value, we can associate a unique metric by solving the linearized Einstein equations with
boundary conditions determined by (1.17). Reversing the steps that lead to (1.19) then implies
that the HRRT formula for this geometry correctly calculates the entanglement entropies.
Second order
At second order, our master equation (1.18) becomes explicitly
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) ≡
d2
dε2
S(ρA||ρ(0)A )
∣∣
ε=0
=
∫
ΣA
ω(g(0), δg(1),LξAδg(1))−
∫
ΣA
2 ξaAE
(2)
ab 
b . (1.20)
On the left side, δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) is quadratic in the first order perturbation to the state and
defines the quantum Fisher information metric at the point ρ
(0)
A in the space of density
matrices. The first term on the right defines the canonical energy; in a gravitational theory,
it is interpreted as the perturbative energy for graviton and matter fluctuations with energy
defined with respect to the timelike Killing vector ξA.
The results of the previous section show that the metric perturbation δg(1) satisfies Ein-
stein’s equations and is therefore determined in terms of the CFT stress tensor via a boundary-
to-bulk propagator. The tensor E
(2)
ab is the second order Einstein tensor minus the matter
stress-tensor sources, which includes terms quadratic in the first order metric and matter
perturbations and terms linear in the second order metric perturbation.
5 In practice, one first shows that the equations of motion in the boundary directions are satisfied, E
(1)
µν = 0.
The vanishing of the remaining components E
(1)
zµ and E
(1)
zz can be thought of as constraint equations and follow
from standard general relativity arguments. We refer to [9] and references therein for details.
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In order to proceed, we now restrict to the class of states (1.2) that we expect to be
well-described by some classical spacetime in the case of a holographic theory. In this case,
we can compute the left side of (1.20) perturbatively in the sources λα. At quadratic order
in the source λα for some operator Oα, the result for δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) in terms of λα depends
only on the two-point function of Oα in the CFT (and its analytic continuation). With some
work, it is possible to show that the CFT result for the second order relative entropy can be
reexpressed in gravitational language,6 making use of the same auxiliary anti-de Sitter space
as computes the leading order entanglement entropies. We define a field φ
(1)
α on g(0) for each
sourced operator Oα in (1.2), such that φ(1)α satisfies the linearized equations of motion on
AdS appropriate to the dimension and spin of Oα, and has boundary behaviour determined
by 〈Oα〉 as we would have in genuine examples of holography. Then we can show that
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) =
C˜T
a∗
∫
ΣA
ω(g(0), δg(1),LξAδg(1)) . (1.21)
Deriving this equation will be the main task of the paper and will be the content of §3.
Finally, assuming that C˜T = a
∗, we can combine (1.21) and (1.20) to obtain∫
ΣA
ξaE
(2)
ab 
b = 0 . (1.22)
Since this must be true for the surface ΣA associated with an arbitrary ball in an arbitrary
frame of reference, the same argument as in the first order case shows that
E
(2)
ab ≡ (E(2)ab )grav −
1
2
T
(2)
ab = 0 , (1.23)
where (E
(2)
ab )grav is the second order Einstein tensor and T
(2)
ab is the second order stress-energy
tensor associated with the matter fields. Thus, any geometry that correctly calculates via
HRRT the entanglement entropy of a CFT state of the form 1.2 up to second order must
satisfy Einstein’s equations up to second order with matter determined by the CFT one-point
functions.
To show that such a geometry exists for any state of the form (1.2) in any CFT, we
simply take the solution of Einstein’s equations with asymptotic fields determined by the
CFT one-point functions. In this case, we can reverse our steps to show that SA = S
grav
A up
to second order.
6 This should not be too surprising: the two-point function of an operator Oα in any CFT is the same as
the two-point function of an operator of the same dimension in a holographic CFT. We know that the latter
can be alternatively obtained via a gravity calculation. Thus, we can re-express the two-point function for any
CFT in gravitational language.
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Outline
In the remainder of the paper, we explain in more detail the geometrical identity (1.13) in
section §2 and derive the CFT result (1.21) in §3 to complete the proof. In §4, we explain in
more detail why our general result is necessary for the validity of the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence, and suggest how the result may generalize to theories with a∗ 6= C˜T and to higher
orders in the state perturbation.
2 Geometrical identities
In this section, we describe the geometrical aspects of our calculation, explaining in more
detail the key identity (1.13).
2.1 The Hollands-Wald gauge
First, consider pure Poincare´-AdS with some curvature length scale `; the metric is given
explicitly in (1.7). For a boundary ball A of radius R centered at x = x0 on a time slice t = t0,
the corresponding extremal HRRT surface A˜ in pure AdS is given by {t = t0, z2 +(x−x0)2 =
R2}. The domain of dependence (causal diamond) of the spatial region ΣA between A and
A˜ (see figure 1) represents a Rindler wedge of AdS; it admits a timelike Killing vector ξA
vanishing at A˜ and given explicitly by
ξA = −2pi
R
(t− t0)[z∂z + (xi − xi0)∂i] +
pi
R
[R2 − z2 − (t− t0)2 − (~x− ~x0)2] ∂t . (2.1)
At the AdS boundary, this approaches the vector field
ζA = −2pi
R
(t− t0)[(xi − xi0)∂i] +
pi
R
[R2 − (t− t0)2 − (~x− ~x0)2] ∂t (2.2)
which defines an asymptotic symmetry for asymptotically AdS spacetimes (see also figure 2).
Next, consider a one parameter family of asymptotically AdS spacetimes M(ε) described
by metric
g(ε) = g(0) + ε δg(1) + ε2δg(2) + . . . (2.3)
where g(0) is the unperturbed metric (1.7). Let A˜(ε) be the extremal surface associated with
the same boundary ball A but in the new spacetime. As shown in [16, 17] it is possible to
choose a gauge for g(ε) such that:
1. The coordinate location of A˜(ε) is fixed.
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2. The vector ξA with the same coordinate description as in the original AdS continues to
satisfy the Killing equation (LξAg(ε))A˜ = 0 at the extremal surface.
Here, the first condition is equivalent to the vanishing of the trace of the extrinsic curvature
on A˜. We will refer to this choice as “Hollands-Wald” gauge. This gauge is closely related to
Gaussian normal coordinates, though it only constrains the metric near A˜.
We will mostly use these gauge conditions applied to the first-order metric perturbation
δg(1). In this case we can write the two conditions more explicitly as [17]:
1.
(
∇(0)α δgαα¯ − 12∇
(0)
α¯ δg
α
α
)
A˜
= 0, where α and α¯ are indices of coordinates respectively
tangent and normal to A˜, and
2. (LξAδg)A˜ = 0 or more explicitly:
(
δgαα¯ = 0
)
A˜
and
(
δgα¯β¯ − 12δα¯β¯δgγ¯ γ¯
)
A˜
= 0.
2.2 The gravitational phase space
We now describe more explicitly the gravitational identity (1.13) used in our derivation. The
identity is entirely off-shell (i.e. does not assume any gravitational constraints on the metric
or other fields), but is motivated most easily via a discussion of the covariant phase space
formulation of gravity. For a more in depth discussion, see [16].7
First, we define natural volume forms
a1···ak =
1
(d+ 1− k)!
√−g εa1···akbk+1···bd+1dxbk+1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxbd+1 . (2.4)
These are defined so that contracting with a set of k orthogonal unit vectors gives the volume
form in the subspace perpendicular to these vectors.
Now, consider any covariant gravitational Lagrangian density L  (considered as a (d+1)-
form). Under a variation of the metric and matter fields φα we have
δ(L ) = −Eabδgab − Eαφ δφα+ dθ(g, δg, φα, δφα) (2.5)
where Eab = 0 give the gravitational equations of motion, Eα = 0 are equations of motion
associated with matter fields φα, and dθ is a total derivative term that we would normally
encounter when integrating by parts to derive the Euler-Lagrange equations for this system.
7 Some early references on the covariant phase space approach in quantum field theory include section 5 of
[30] and [31].
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We assume for now that matter fields do not couple to curvatures. However, they do couple
to the metric in the usual way, so the matter fields appear in Eab via the stress-energy tensor
Eab ≡ Eabgrav(g)−
1
2
T ab(g, φα) . (2.6)
For example, in Einstein gravity coupled to a scalar field Eabgrav would be the Einstein tensor,
and T ab would be the scalar stress energy tensor. In the following paragraphs, we focus on
the gravitational part of the Lagrangian for ease of notation; the matter contributions to the
various expressions are derived analogously and we will provide explicit expressions later on.
In the covariant phase space formulation of gravity, the symplectic form used in relating
Hamiltonian functions to phase space flows is defined directly in terms of the quantity θ. The
symplectic form applied to any two perturbations (δg1, δφ1) and (δg2, δφ2) is the integral over
a Cauchy surface of a d-form ω defined by
ω(g; δg1, δφ1, δg2, δφ2) = δ1θ(g, φ, δg2, δφ2)− δ2θ(g, φ, δg1, δφ1) . (2.7)
Our basic identity (1.13) follows from the fact that for any metric g, vector field X, and
metric perturbation δg, ω applied to the perturbation (δg, δφ) and the Lie derivatives
(LXg)ab = ∇aXb +∇bXa LXφ = Xa∇aφ . (2.8)
is a total derivative up to terms G that vanish when the equations of motion associated with
L are satisfied:8
ω(g; δg, δφ,LXg,LXφ) = dχ(g, φ; δg, δφ,X)− G(g, φ; δg, δφ,X) , (2.9)
A general physically motivated derivation can be found in [16], but for now, we require only
the identity relevant to Einstein gravity with cosmological constant minimally coupled to
matter, and in this case we can write all quantities explicitly and verify the identity by direct
calculation. We have:
ω = ωgrav + ωφ
ωφ
(
φ; δ1φ, δ2φ
)
= a (δ1φ∇aδ2φ− δ2φ∇aδ1φ) ,
ωgrav
(
g; γ1, γ2
)
=
1
16pi
aP
abcdef
(
γ2bc∇dγ1ef − γ1bc∇dγ2ef
)
P abcdef = gaegbfgcd − 1
2
gadgbegcf − 1
2
gabgcdgef − 1
2
gaegbcgfd +
1
2
gadgbcgef
χ(g; δg,X) =
1
16pi
ab
(
δgac∇cXb − 1
2
δgc
c∇aXb +Xc∇bδgac −Xb∇cδgac +Xb∇aδgcc
)
8 For readers familiar with the Wald formalism, χ = δQX − X · θ(g, δg), where QX is a form whose
derivative gives the Noether current associated with the diffeomorphism generated by X; see [32] for a more
detailed discussion.
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+abX
bδφ∇aφ
G(g; dg
dε
, X) = XccE
ab∂εgab +X
ccE
φ∂εφ− 2Xa∂ε
(
Eab 
b
)
Eφ =
(∇a∇a −m2)φ .
Eab =
1
16pi
(
Rab − 1
2
gabR+ gabΛ
)
− 1
2
Tab(φ) .
Tab =
[
∇aφ∇bφ− 1
2
gab
(∇cφ∇cφ+m2φ2)] , (2.10)
Here, ∇ is the covariant derivative with respect to the background metric g(ε = 0). We note
that the terms involving Λ cancel out between the two terms in Ggrav so Λ does not appear
anywhere in the identity (2.9).
The geometrical identity (1.13) follows by applying (2.9) to the case where g is the metric
of some spacetime M(ε) in our one-parameter family, δg = ∂εg, and X = ξA and integrating
over a spatial surface ΣA bounded by A and A˜. Using Stokes’ theorem, (2.9) then gives∫
A
χ−
∫
A˜
χ =
∫
ΣA
ω +
∫
ΣA
G . (2.11)
At the surface A˜, ξA vanishes and we can show that [9, 33]∫
A˜
χ =
1
4
d
dε
Area(A˜) ≡ d
dε
SgravA (2.12)
while at the AdS boundary, we have [9]∫
A
χ =
d`d−3
16pi
d
dε
∫
A
ζµA g
(d−2)
µν 
ν ≡ d
dε
EgravA (2.13)
where g
(d−2)
ab are the terms in the asymptotic metric at order z
d−2 in the Fefferman-Graham
expansion. We note that both boundary terms are purely geometrical, depending only on the
metric
Combining these results, we can rewrite (2.11) to obtain our key geometrical identity
d
dε
(EgravA − SgravA ) =
∫
ΣA
{
ωgrav(g;
dg
dε
,LξAg) + ωφ(g;
dφ
dε
,LξAφ)
}
+
∫
ΣA
G(g, φ; dg
dε
,
dφ
dε
, ξA) ,
(2.14)
This is the most general identity that we will consider in this work, but further generalizations
(for instance to more, or non-minimally coupled matter fields) are straightforward.
As we discussed in the introduction, the identity (2.14) may be interpreted as the state-
ment that the vector field ξA defines a Hamiltonian flow on the space of metrics on ΣA and
that the variation of the corresponding Hamiltonian can be written as the boundary term on
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the left hand side. For a more detailed discussion of this Hamiltonian and its relation to CFT
relative entropy in the context of AdS/CFT, see [29].
For our derivation, we require a perturbative version of the identity (2.14), obtained by
taking a derivative and evaluating the resulting equation at ε = 0. When the first order
perturbations satisfy the linearized equations of motion, this gives
(EgravA − SgravA )(2) =
∫
ΣA
{
ωgrav
(
δg(1),LξAδg(1)
)
+ ωφ
(
δφ(1),LξAδφ(1)
)
− 2ξaA
(
E
(2)
ab
)
b
}
,
(2.15)
where E
(2)
ab represents Einstein’s equations at second order in ε:
E
(2)
ab =
(δ2(Eab)grav
δgcdδgef
δg
(1)
cd δg
(1)
ef +
δ(Eab)grav
δgcd
δg
(2)
cd
)
+
δ2(Eab)φ
δφ2
δφ(1) δφ(1) . (2.16)
We emphasize that this result is valid assuming that the metric perturbations are taken to
satisfy the Hollands-Wald gauge conditions described in §2.1. In the following subsection,
we further analyze the expression (2.15) and give an analogous expression for generic metric
perturbations that do not satisfy the Hollands-Wald gauge conditions.
2.3 Gauge dependence of ω
As we described in the introduction, if we assume that the spacetime M(ε) correctly calculates
the ball entanglement entropies for some CFT state via the HRRT formula, then the left side
of (2.15) must equal the CFT relative entropy at second order for this state relative to the
vacuum state. The next step in our derivation is to compare the direct CFT calculation of
relative entropy for states of the form (1.2) to the right side of (2.15).
The result (2.15) is valid assuming that the metric perturbations satisfy the Hollands-
Wald gauge; however, in comparing with the direct CFT calculation, it will be useful to
express the results in a more general gauge, following [17].
Consider then a general first-order metric perturbation h. By some infinitesimal coordi-
nate transformation, xa → xa + V a we can transform h into a perturbation γ satisfying the
Hollands-Wald gauge condition. The two gauge-equivalent metric perturbations are related
by
γ = h+ LV g (2.17)
where V is constrained by the requirement that γ satisfy the Hollands-Wald conditions. The
term involving ω in the expression (2.15) can now be written for the metric perturbation h
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in a general gauge as
ωgrav
(
γ,LξAγ
)
= ωgrav
(
h,LξAh
)
+ ωgrav
(
h,LξALV g
)
+ ωgrav
(
LV g,LξA
(
h+ LV g
))
(2.18)
where we have used that ω is linear in each of the latter two arguments.
Starting from (2.9), it follows that when one of the arguments of ωgrav is pure gauge (i.e.
equal to LXg) and the other satisfies the linearized equations E(1)ab (g, δg) = 0, the result is a
total derivative:
ωgrav(δg,LXg) = dχ(δg,X) (2.19)
with χ defined in (2.10). Thus, we can rewrite (2.18) as
ωgrav
(
γ,LξAγ
)
= ωgrav
(
h,LξAh
)
+ dχ
(
h, [ξA, V ]
)
− dχ
(
LξA
(
h+ LV g
)
, V
)
. (2.20)
where the commutator is defined as
[ξA, V ]
a = ξbA∂bV
a − V b∂bξaA (2.21)
and we have used that LξAg = 0 to write
LξALV g = [LξA ,LV ]g = L[ξA,V ]g . (2.22)
Making use of the fact that h+ LV g is the metric perturbation in the Hollands-Wald gauge
and therefore satisfies the Hollands-Wald gauge conditions, we can show (see Appendix C)
that χ
(LξA(h + LV g), V ) vanishes when evaluated on A˜. Choosing V to vanish sufficiently
quickly at the asymptotic boundary, this implies that∫
ΣA
dχ
(LξA(h+ LV g), V ) = 0 . (2.23)
Thus, we conclude finally that if h is a general metric perturbation which can be transformed
to the perturbation γ in the Hollands-Wald gauge via a diffeomorphism associated with vector
V , then ∫
ΣA
ωgrav
(
γ,LξAγ
)
=
∫
ΣA
ωgrav
(
h,LξAh
)
+
∫
ΣA
ωgrav
(
h,L[ξA,V ]g
)
=
∫
ΣA
ωgrav
(
h,LξAh
)
+
∫
A˜
χ
(
h, [ξA, V ]
)
, (2.24)
where again we assume that V vanishes sufficiently rapidly at the AdS boundary. The second
term in this equation can be interpreted as effectively applying the change of coordinates
away from Hollands-Wald gauge to ξA.
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From the Hollands-Wald conditions for γ listed at the end of §2.1, we can write explicit
conditions that allow us to determine an appropriate V corresponding to h. These are(
∇(0)α ∇(0),αVα¯ +
[
∇(0)α ,∇(0)α¯
]
V α
)
A˜
= −
(
∇(0)α hαα¯ −
1
2
∇(0)α¯ hαα
)
A˜
LV g(0)|A˜ = −LξAh|A˜. (2.25)
The first of these equations is essentially the inhomogenous Laplace equation on the RT
surface with the right hand side acting as a source, and can be solved straightforwardly in
terms of the appropriate Green’s function. The second equation then determines the first
derivative of V away from the RT surface. We refer the reader to [17] for additional details.
We can now write a general expression for the second order gravitational result (2.15)
without assuming that the perturbation is in Hollands-Wald gauge. Instead, we require the
knowledge of the vector V , which performs such a gauge transformation and write
(EgravA − SgravA )(2) (2.26)
=
∫
ΣA
{
ωgrav
(
h,LξAh
)
+ ωφ
(
δφ,LξAδφ
)
− 2ξaA
(
E
(2)
ab
)
b
}
+
∫
A˜
χ
(
h, [ξA, V ]
)
,
where we also re-instated the scalar field dependence for completeness. This is our final result
for the main gravitational identity used in our derivation. The goal of the next section is to
compute the second order relative entropy in a general CFT and write it in a form that very
closely resembles (2.26).
3 Relative Entropy from the CFT
In this section, we will perform a direct CFT calculation of the relative entropy comparing
the reduced density matrix for a ball-shaped region in excited states of the form (1.2) with
the reduced density matrix for the same region in the vacuum state. We will show that at
second order in the state deformation, the result can be expressed in terms of an auxiliary
asymptotically AdS spacetime M(ε) with matter fields φα corresponding to each operator Oα
in the definition of the state. Explicitly, we will find
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) =
C˜T
a∗
∫
ΣA
ωgrav(g
(0), δg(1),LξAδg(1)) +
∫
ΣA
ωφα(δφ
(1)
α ,LξAδφ(1)α ) (3.1)
where g(0) represents the auxiliary AdS space (1.7) that correctly calculates the vacuum
entanglement entropies for ball-shaped regions via HRRT, δg(1) is a metric perturbation in
Hollands-Wald gauge solving linearized Einstein equations on this spacetime with boundary
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behavior determined in terms of the CFT stress-energy tensor by (1.17), and φα are fields on
g(0) solving linearized equations for scalar fields with mass given in terms of the dimension of
the corresponding operator by m2α`
2 = ∆α(∆α−d) and with asymptotic behavior determined
by
φα(z, x) =
〈Oα(x)〉
2∆− d
(
z∆α + . . .
)
, (3.2)
where the dots indicate higher orders in z.
We begin in §3.1 by motivating our choice of states. In §3.2, we show the formula for
relative entropy at second order in a source λα used to define the state depends only on
the analytically continued CFT two-point function for the corresponding operator Oα. In
§3.3, we derive the result (3.1) for the simpler case of scalar deformations in some detail.
The important case of stress tensor deformations will be treated in §3.4, where much of the
discussion from the scalar case will carry over directly.
3.1 Classical bulk states from the Euclidean path integral with sources
In the context of holographic CFTs, we expect that only a subset of states are dual to space-
times with a good classical description; more generally we could have states representing
superpositions of classical spacetimes or something non-geometrical. Thus, to uncover Ein-
stein’s equations from CFT physics, we expect that is important to focus on a particular class
of excited states.
The states we consider are conveniently described using the Euclidean path integral. We
recall that the vacuum state |0〉 of a CFT can be constructed by performing the path-integral
of the CFT on the lower half Euclidean space xE0 < 0
〈ϕ(0)(x)|0〉 =
∫ ϕ(xE0 =0,x)=ϕ(0)(x)
[Dϕ] e−
∫ 0
−∞ dx
E
0
∫
dd−1xLCFT [ϕ], (3.3)
where xE0 is Euclidean time, x denotes spatial coordinates, and ϕ collectively denotes all the
fields in the CFT which are integrated over in the path integral. The general states that we
consider are states |ψλ(ε)〉 obtained similarly from a Euclidean path-integral, but with the
action deformed by turning on Euclidean sources λα for CFT primary operators Oα
〈ϕ(0)(x)|ψλ(ε)〉 =
∫ ϕ(xE0 =0,x)=ϕ(0)(x)
[Dϕ] e−
∫ 0
−∞ dx
E
0
∫
dd−1x (LCFT [ϕ]+λα(x;ε)Oα(x)). (3.4)
where λα(x; ε) = ελα(x) + O(ε
2). Here, we need to take the sources to vanish sufficiently
rapidly as τ → 0 in order to give finite energy states of the original theory [34]; a similar
construction with sources that do not vanish defines states of some perturbed CFT.
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Our states are motivated by the fact that in the context of AdS/CFT, they are expected
to define excited states that roughly speaking correspond to coherent states of bulk fields
[24, 25, 28]. In this context, we can restrict to primary operators Oα dual to light fields in
the bulk. We can think of the sources λα as giving boundary conditions that determine a
Euclidean asymptotically AdS spacetime. Via an analytic continuation procedure described
in [24, 25, 28], this can be related to a Lorentzian spacetime that we associate with the state
(3.4).9 To define the most general real Lorentzian spacetime, the Euclidean sources must
be taken to be complex. At the linearized level, it is possible to understand the map from
Euclidean sources to Lorentzian initial data very explicitly [28]; the work [28] suggests that a
generic perturbation to the metric and fields can be approximated arbitrarily well by states
of the form (3.4) for an appropriate choice of the sources.
3.2 Second order relative entropy from two-point functions
Starting with states (3.4) we would now like to compute the relative entropy S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) to
second order in the sources. From the basic definition
S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) = Tr
(
ρA ln ρA − ρA ln ρ(0)A
)
, (3.5)
it is straightforward to show that the relative entropy vanishes at first order in the sources;
the leading contribution is a quadratic form in the first order perturbation δρ = ∂ερ(ε = 0).
As we review in Appendix B, we can write this as
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) ≡
d2
dε2
S(ρA||ρ(0)A )
∣∣∣
ε=0
= 2F (δρ, δρ) (3.6)
where F is the quantum Fisher information metric which can be written explicitly as
F (δρ1, δρ2) = −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s±i
2
)tr((ρ(0)A )−1δρ1(ρ(0)A )± is2pi δρ2 (ρ(0)A )∓ is2pi) . (3.7)
This expression is symmetric under ρ1 ↔ ρ2.
We next determine δρ. Starting from (3.4), the reduced density matrix ρA = trA¯|ψλ〉〈ψλ|
for a ball-shaped region A can be obtained by defining a path integral over the entire Euclidean
space, with complex conjugated sources λα(x
0
E , x) ≡ λ∗α(−x0E , x) for x0E > 0, and a cut along
the region A:
〈ϕ−|ρA|ϕ+〉 = 1
Nλ
∫ ϕ(A+)=ϕ+
ϕ(A−)=ϕ−
[Dϕ] e−
∫ 0
−∞ dx
E
0
∫
dd−1x (LCFT [ϕ]+λα(x;ε)Oα(x)) (3.8)
9 Specifically, we solve the Euclidean gravitational equations with boundary conditions given by our sources
for τ < 0 and by the complex conjugated sources for τ > 0. This can be sliced at τ = 0 to read off Euclidean
“initial data,” which is then analytically continued (φα, ∂τφα) → (φα, i∂tφα) to give initial data for the
associated Lorentzian spacetime.
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For small λα, one can use this path-integral description together with the fact that vacuum
modular Hamiltonian for ball-shaped regions in CFTs is local to write down the following
perturbative expansion for the reduced density matrix ρA:
10
ρA = ρ
(0)
A + ε
∫
ddxλα(x) ρ
(0)
A Oα(x) +O(ε2) . (3.9)
In this expression, we recall that ρ
(0)
A = e
−HA/Z, where HA is the vacuum modular Hamilto-
nian for A defined in (1.5). Euclidean evolution with HA/(2pi) defines a flow shown in figure
2 along an angular coordinate τ defined by
∂τ =
1
R
x0E x
i∂i +
1
2R
(R2 + (x0E)
2 − x2)∂x0E . (3.10)
In the second term in (3.9), the operator Oα(x) is a Heisenberg operator defined with respect
to this modular flow
Oα(x) ≡ Oα(τ, x˜) ≡ e τ2piHAOα(0, x˜)e− τ2piHA Ω
∆(τ, x˜)
Ω∆(0, x˜)
, (3.11)
where we take 0 ≤ τ < 2pi, O(0, x˜) is the corresponding operator localized on A, and x˜
represent the remaining coordinates. Because the modular Hamiltonian generates a conformal
transformation we must include conformal factors, which are defined in Appendix A. We can
now substitute the result (3.9) into (3.7). The result is
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )
= 2
∫
ddxa
∫
ddxbλα(xa)λβ(xb)F (ρ
(0)
A Oα(xa), ρ(0)A Oβ(xb))
= −
∫
ddxad
dxbλα(xa)λβ(xb)
Ω∆(τb, x˜b)
Ω∆(τb + is, x˜b)
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+isgn(τa−τb)
2
)〈T [Oα(τa, x˜a)Oβ(τb + is, x˜b)]〉
(3.12)
We refer the reader to Appendix B for a derivation of this identity. In the following we will
consider a single operator for simplicity.
It is convenient at this stage to perform a conformal transformation from Rd to S1×Hd−1
(see [20] for further details). In these coordinates, τ becomes the coordinate on S1, and the
modular evolution by HA/(2pi) is simply translation around this circle. Then, equation (3.12)
becomes:
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) = −
∫
dµ
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
) 〈O(τa, Ya)O(τb + is, Yb)〉 , (3.13)
10 Here, we assume that Oα has no expectation value in the vacuum state; otherwise we should replace Oα
with Oα − 〈Oα〉1.
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xx0E
x
t
Figure 2. The flow generated by the modular Hamiltonian of the region A (in blue). We start by working
in Euclidean time x0E , depicting the vector field ∂τ on the left. The calculation then introduces an imaginary
shift in τ , which results in a displacement of the operator insertion into real time t. The picture of the real
time vector field ∂s =
1
2pi ζA is shown on the right with the causal structure indicated in gray. The two
plotted planes can be thought of as orthogonal to each other and sewn together along the region A.
where Y are embedding space coordinates for Hd−1 (see Appendix A for further details), the
two point function appearing above is the analytically continued two-point function computed
by the Euclidean path integral on S1×Hd−1 (which enforces τ -ordering), and we have defined∫
dµ =
∫ 2pi
0
dτa
∫
Hd−1
dYa
∫ 2pi
0
dτb
∫
Hd−1
dYb λ(τa, Ya)λ(τb, Yb)Ω
∆−d(τa, Ya)Ω∆−d(τb, Yb).
(3.14)
Here, Ω(τ, Y ) is the conformal factor defined in Appendix A.
Our goal now is to express the result (3.13) in gravitational language, as in equation
(1.21). This result is expected for holographic theories [17], where the right side is interpreted
as the canonical energy, defined as the quadratic-order perturbative energy associated with
the isometry ξA in the Rindler wedge associated with A (see figure 1). But since (3.13)
depends only on the CFT two-point functions, which have a universal structure, we shoud be
able to express the result in the same way for general CFTs. In fact, for the case of scalar
deformations which we will consider first, this was already shown in [13]. In the next section
we give a second, somewhat simpler argument, which we will then be able to generalize to
the case of stress tensor deformations in the §3.4.
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3.3 Relative entropy for scalar deformations
In this section, we consider equation (3.13) in the case where the operators Oα are scalar
primary operators.
Asymptotic Symplectic Flux
The main idea is that the CFT two-point function can be rewritten in terms of the symplectic
flux WD(A) at the asymptotic boundary of an auxiliary AdS-Rindler wedge (namely the patch
D(ΣA) of an auxiliary AdS space, dual to D(A)) as
− 〈O(τ, Ya)O(is, Yb)〉 = WD(A)(KE ,KR)
≡ lim
r0→∞
∫
rB=r0
dsB dYB ωφ
(
KE(rB, isB, YB|τ, Ya),KR(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb)
) (3.15)
where ωφ is the symplectic 2-form density corresponding to the bulk scalar field φ dual to
the operator O, and KE and KR are bulk-to-boundary propagators that we define below.
The integral is over a constant radial slice at rB = r0 close to the asymptotic boundary of
the Rindler wedge, or equivalently over D(A), namely the boundary domain of dependence
of the region A (see figure 3). We use coordinates on the Rindler wedge for which the metric
on this patch is
g(0) = −(r2B − 1)ds2B +
dr2B
(r2B − 1)
+ r2B dY
2
B ; (3.16)
this takes the form of a special hyperbolic black hole in AdSd+1, where YB parameterizes the
horizon, i.e. the boundary of the Rindler wedge (see Appendix A for more details). This
hyperbolic black hole is familiar from the holographic context, but is used here purely to give
a description of two-point functions as a symplectic flux in embedding space. We emphasize
that it is an auxiliary construct which is introduced without assuming anything about the
CFT (in particular, the CFT does not have to be holographic).
In (3.15), KE is the Euclidean bulk-to-boundary propagator sourced at Euclidean time
τ , but where the bulk point is analytically continued to real time
KE(rB, isB, YB|τ, Ya) = D∆(
−2rBYB · Ya − 2
√
r2B − 1 cos(τ − isB)
)∆ , (3.17)
where D∆ = pi
−d/2Γ(∆)/Γ(∆ − d/2). Further, KR is the retarded bulk-to-boundary propa-
gator
KR(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb) = iΘ(sB − sb)
(
K+(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb)−K−(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb)
)
(3.18)
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rB = r0
D(A)
Figure 3. The two-point function can be written in terms of the symplectic flux integrated over the
domain of dependence D(A) (the shaded region) of A (blue line) on a radial slice of an auxiliary AdS
spacetime, close to the asymptotic boundary.
where K± are the Wightman propagators defined as
K±(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb) = lim
ε→0+
KE(rB, isB, YB|is∓ ε, Yb)
= lim
ε→0+
D∆(
−2rBYB · Yb − 2
√
r2B − 1 cosh(s− sB ± iε)
)∆ . (3.19)
Let us now verify equation (3.15). We note that the asymptotic flux for two solutions to
the linearized equations of motion δ1φ and δ2φ is given by
WD(A)(δ1φ, δ2φ) =
∫
rB=r0
ωφ(δ1φ, δ2φ)
=
∫
rB=r0
√−γ nM (δ1φ∂Mδ2φ− δ2φ∂Mδ1φ)
'
∫
rB=r0
dsBdYB r
d
B (δ1φ rB∂rBδ2φ− δ2φ rB∂rBδ1φ) (3.20)
where the limit r0 → ∞ is implicitly assumed. Since δiφ solve the linearized equations of
motion, their asymptotic expansions take the following form:
δiφ(rB, sB, YB) ∼ ai(sB, YB)r−d+∆B + bi(sB, YB)r−∆B , (i = 1, 2) (3.21)
which then gives
WD(A)(δ1φ, δ2φ) = (2∆− d)
∫
dsBdYB
(
a1b2 − a2b1
)
. (3.22)
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Now from equation (3.15), using the fact that δ1φ = KE and δ2φ = KR, we have
a1 = 0, b1 =
1
(2∆− d) GE(isB, YB|τ, Ya) (3.23)
a2 = δ
d−1(YB − Yb)δ(sB − s), b2 = 1
(2∆− d) GR(sB, YB|s, Yb) (3.24)
where GE is the Euclidean 2-point function on S
1 ×Hd−1
GE(τ1, Y1|τ2, Y2) ≡ 〈O(τ1, Y1)O(τ2, Y2)〉 = 2∆− d
pid/2
Γ(∆)
Γ(∆− d/2)
1
(−2Y1 · Y2 − 2 cos(τ1 − τ2))∆
(3.25)
analytically continued to real time in one of the arguments, while GR is the retarded two-
point function on R×Hd−1 (see Appendix D for some more details). Further, a1 = 0 because
the source point of the Euclidean bulk to boundary propagator KE is at the Euclidean time
τ , while the bulk point is at real time sB. The coefficients required to match b1 and b2 to
CFT Green’s functions are borrowed from the standard AdS/CFT literature (see for instance
[35]).
Combining equations (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), we arrive at the desired result:
−GE(τ, Ya|is, Yb) = WD(A)(KE ,KR) . (3.26)
Back to relative entropy
Following the discussion above, we can now rewrite the relative entropy from equation (3.13)
as
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )φ =
∫
dµ
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
)WD(A)(KE ,KR) (3.27)
where the Euclidean bulk-to-boundary propagator KE is sourced at Euclidean time τ =
(τa−τb), and the retarded propagator is sourced at real time s. The symplectic flux appearing
in the above equation is evaluated at the asymptotic boundary rB →∞.
The key point now is that the integrated symplectic 2-form density is conserved in the
sense that it is invariant under deformations of the integration surface. This follows because
the symplectic form is a closed differential form on spacetime [30, 31]. In general, this property
requires the fields to be on-shell; but the propagators appearing in our expression satisfy scalar
field equations by definition.
By deforming the integration surface, we can equally well evaluate the symplectic flux at
the horizon of the hyperbolic black hole, namely at rB → 1 (see figure 4).
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H+
H 
eAA ⌃A
Figure 4. The asymptotic symplectic flux evaluated on D(A) at rB → ∞ (dashed blue line) is equal to
the symplectic flux at the horizon rB → 1 (solid blue line).
We therefore write:
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )φ = limr0→1
∫
dµ
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
) ∫
rB=r0
dsBdYB ωφ(KE ,KR)
(3.28)
Note that the retarded propagator KR(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb) only has support over sB > s, and
additionally by causality is only non-zero when the bulk and the boundary points are time-like
separated. So we obtain
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )φ
= i lim
r0→1
∫
dµ
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
) ∫ ∞
s±B,∗
dsB
∫
Hd−1
dYB ωφ(KE ,K+ −K−)rB=r0
(3.29)
where
s±B,∗ = s+ ln
(
α±
√
α2 − 1
)
, α = −r0YB · Yb√
r20 − 1
are the singularities associated with the two points inside the retarded bulk-to-boundary
propagator becoming null (see figure 5a).
The lower limit on the sB integral can be taken to be either s
+
B,∗ or s
−
B,∗, because as mentioned
above the retarded propagator vanishes for spacelike separated points. Exchanging the orders
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s B,⇤
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s ⇤
sB
(a) (b)
Figure 5. The null singularities of the Wightman propagators. (a) The sB integral is over the blue
portion; the dashed blue line is the spacelike region which we can include for free. (b) The s integral is
over the blue portion, and once again we can include the dashed blue portion for free.
of the s and sB integrals, we then obtain
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )φ
= i
∫
dµ
∫ ∞
−∞
dsB
∫
Hd−1
dYB
∫ s±∗
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
) ωφ(KE ,K+ −K−)rB=r0
(3.30)
where (see figure 5b)
s±∗ = sB − ln
(
α∓
√
α2 − 1
)
.
We now wish to study the second argument of ωφ in (3.30), which means we need to perform
the following s integral in the limit where the bulk point approaches the horizon:
I(rB, sB, YB|Yb) = i
∫ s±∗
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
)(K+(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb)−K−(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb))
= i lim
ε→0+
∫
Cε∪C−ε
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
)KE(rB, isB, YB|is, Yb) (3.31)
where in the second line above, we have written the Wightman propagators K± in terms
of Euclidean bulk-to-boundary propagators (following equation (3.19)),11 and the contours
11 We have also dropped an O(ε) term. The order of limits is we send ε → 0+ at fixed , and then at the
end of the calculation send → 0.
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above are defined as (see figure 6a)
Cε = (−∞+ iε, s−∗ + iε), C−ε = (s−∗ − iε,−∞− iε). (3.32)
Note that by causality, we are allowed to simultaneously stretch these contours up to s+∗ if
we so desire. Next, it is convenient to use the KMS condition (i.e. the periodicity of KE in
Euclidean time) to replace the contour C−ε with the equivalent contour (shown in figure 6b)
C2pi−ε = (s−∗ + i(2pi − ε),−∞+ i(2pi − ε)) (3.33)
This yields:
I(rB, sB, YB|Yb) = i
∫
Cε∪C2pi−ε
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
)KE(rB, isB, YB|is, Yb) (3.34)
The analytic structure of the integrand in equation (3.34) in the complex s plane is dis-
S
s ⇤ s
+
⇤
(a)
C"
C "
S
(b)
C"
C2⇡ " C  C+
Figure 6. The analytic structure in the complex s-plane. The original integral is over the solid blue lines.
On the future horizon, we complete the contour by including the dashed blue lines. On the past horizon,
we complete it by including the dashed grey line at s−∗ .
played in figure 6. The Euclidean bulk-to-boundary propagator has branch cuts at Re(s) ≤
s−∗ , Im(s) = 2piZ and Re(s) ≥ s+∗ , Im(s) = 2piZ (denoted by red lines in figure 6), while the
sinh2 in the denominator has double poles at s = −i sgn(τa − τb) + 2piiZ (denoted by bold
dots in figure 6).
Now recall that we’re taking the limit where the bulk point (rB, sB, YB) is approaching
the horizon of the hyperbolic black hole, rB → 1. Let us first consider the case where the
bulk point approaches the past horizon, namely rB → 1, sB → −∞ with
√
r2B − 1e−sB fixed,
or in terms of light-cone coordinates
`+B =
√
r2B − 1 esB , `−B =
√
r2B − 1 e−sB (3.35)
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we have `+B → 0, `−B fixed. In this case, we complete the contour in equation (3.34) by
including the vertical piece
C− = (s−∗ + iε, s
−
∗ + i(2pi − ε)), (3.36)
denoted by the dashed blue line in figure 6b. This is allowed because as we will show below, the
integral along the contour C− vanishes as O(`+B) in the limit that the bulk point approaches
the past horizon. But now using Cauchy’s theorem, we see that the whole integral I vanishes
in this limit, because the integrand is analytic in the region enclosed by the full contour
Cε ∪ C− ∪ C2pi−ε.12 So we conclude that
lim
`+B→0
I(`+B, `
−
B, YB|Yb) = 0. (3.37)
This was more or less expected, because the retarded propagator vanishes on the past horizon.
On the other hand, as the bulk point approaches the future horizon, `−B → 0 and `+B
fixed, we complete the contour of integration by stretching Cε and C2pi−ε up to s+∗ (which is
allowed by causality) and including the vertical piece
C+ = (s
+
∗ + iε, s
+
∗ + i(2pi − ε)), (3.38)
denoted by the dashed black line in figure 6b. Once again, this is allowed because the integral
along the contour C+ vanishes as O(`
−
B) as the bulk point approaches the future horizon, as
we will show below.13 But in contrast with the previous case, now the integral is non-zero
because the completed contour includes the double-pole at s = i for τb > τa or s = i(2pi− )
for τa > τb. Therefore, we obtain using the residue theorem
lim
`−B→0
I(`+B, `
−
B, YB|Yb) = −2pi∂sKE(`+B, 0, YB| sgn(τa − τb), Yb) (3.39)
where in the Euclidean propagator above it is understood that the bulk point has been
analytically continued to the future horizon. From equation (3.30), we then have
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )φ =
∫
dµWH+
(
KE(`
+
B, 0, YB|(τa−τb), Ya),LξAKE(`+B, 0, YB| sgn(τa−τb), Yb)
)
(3.40)
where WH+ is the symplectic flux evaluated on the future horizon, and additionally we have
used translation invariance of KE along Rindler time to make the replacement
− 2pi∂s → LξA . (3.41)
12 The contribution from the contour at s = −∞, namely C−∞ = (−∞+ i(2pi − ε),−∞+ iε) also vanishes
because the integrand is exponentially suppressed as s→ −∞.
13 Note that while the contribution from C+ vanishes on the future horizon, the contribution from C− does
not vanish; this is why we have chosen to complete the contour by including C+ instead of C−.
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Finally, we rescale the bulk coordinate `+B → `+Be−iτb and then rotate the new `B contour back
to the positive real axis; it is easy to convince oneself that the  has the right sign so that this
can be done without crossing any branch cuts (see figure 7). This gives us the desired result
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )φ = WH+ (δφ,LξAδφ) ≡
∫
H+
ωφ(δφ,LξAδφ) . (3.42)
where
δφ(`+B, YB) =
∫
dτdY λ(τ, Y )Ωd−∆(τ, Y )KE(`+B, YB|τ, Y ) . (3.43)
The field δφ is the scalar field solving the source-free Lorentzian scalar field equations, whose
analytic continuation has asymptotic behavior consistent with the sources λ(τ, Y ), that is
δφE →r→∞ λ. Alternatively [28], it is exactly the on shell scalar field perturbation with
asymptotic behavior determined by the CFT one point functions as (3.2).
The result (3.42) is precisely the result derived in [13]. Since the symplectic 2-form density
is conserved, one can freely move the symplectic flux from the future horizon to the region ΣA
on a constant-time Cauchy slice enclosed between A and the Ryu-Takayanagi surface A˜. The
deformed surface should also include a part at the AdS boundary that is the future domain of
dependence of the region A, but this contribution vanishes due to the asymptotic fall-off of the
fields at the AdS boundary (we need here that the Euclidean sources for δφ turn off at τ = 0).
Note in particular that this derivation is much more efficient than the lengthy derivation of
[13], and relied very minimally on the exact form of the CFT correlators. Indeed this method
can be used to derive similar results for QFT in curved space with an entangling cut at the
bifurcation surface of a (conformal) Killing horizon where the appropriate correlator may not
be known in closed form. We leave discussion of this to future work.
Vertical Contours
In the above calculation, we claimed that the integral I along the contours C± vanishes in
the limit where the bulk point approaches H±; we now show this explicitly. Let us focus on
the integral along C+,
I(C+) = i lim
`−B→0
∫ s+∗ −ε′+2pii
s+∗ −ε′
ds
4 sinh2 (s/2)
KE(rB, isB, YB|is, Yb) , (3.44)
where as before, s+∗ is the time of the future light-like singularity.14 Once again, it is convenient
to use the light-cone coordinates `±B instead of (rB, sB). We then use translation invariance
14 We have set ε, → 0 as they are unimportant in the present discussion. The new regulator ε′ is required
in order to respect causality.
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`B
Figure 7. Here we illustrate the argument for rotating the `+B contour for τa < τb. After the rescaling
`+B → `+Be−iτb , the `+B contour lies along the dashed blue line. The branch cuts lie along the red lines
from `+B = (−2YB .Ya)e−iτa to ∞ and `+B = (−2YB .Yb)e−iτb+i to ∞. The contour and can therefore be
rotated back to the positive real axis without crossing the cuts. A similar argument works for τa > τb.
of KE in Rindler time and transform the integration variable to w = e
s−s+∗ , so that the above
integral becomes
I(C+) = i lim
`−B→0
∮
Γ
dw
e−s
+∗
(w − e−s+∗ )2 KE(
`+B
wes
+∗
, `−Bwe
s+∗ , YB|0, Yb) (3.45)
where Γ is the contour |w| = 1−. Now in the limit `−B → 0, we have the following expansions
in terms of `−B:
es
+∗ =
(−2YB.Yb)
`−B
+
(
`+B
2YB · Yb − `
+
B YB · Yb
)
+ · · · (3.46)
e−s
+∗ =
`−B
(−2YB.Yb)
(
1− `+B`−B
(
1
2
− 1
(−2YB · Yb)2
)
+ · · ·
)
. (3.47)
Using these and expanding out I(C+), we find
I(C+) = i
∮
Γ
dw
(
e−s
+∗
w2
+ 2
e−2s
+∗
w3
+ · · ·
)
KE(
`+B
wes
+∗
, `−Bwe
s+∗ , YB|0, Yb). (3.48)
In the limit `−B → 0, it is clear that the above integral effectively probes the bulk field near
the Ryu-Takayanagi surface. So it suffices to expand the bulk-to-boundary propagator
KE(
`+B
wes
+∗
, `−Bwe
s+∗ , YB) = KE(0, 0, YB) +
`+B
wes
+∗
∂+KE(0, 0, YB) + `
−
Bwe
s+∗ ∂−KE(0, 0, YB) + · · ·
(3.49)
where we have suppressed the boundary point in the above expressions. Finally we can
perform the w-integral in equation (3.48) using the residue theorem. The result is
I(C+) = −2pi`−B∂−KE(0, 0, YB|0, Yb) +O(`−B
2
) . (3.50)
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Therefore, it is clear that I(C+) vanishes in the limit `
−
B → 0. One might worry that the term
linear in `−B contributes inside the symplectic flux WH+ , but it is straightforward to check
that the symplectic flux evaluated on H+ has no derivatives with respect to `−B, and so this
does not happen. A similar argument also shows that I(C−) vanishes on the past horizon.
This concludes our proof that the vertical contours do not contribute in the scalar case.
However, as we will see in the next section, vertical contours play a crucial role in the case of
stress-tensor perturbations, giving rise to boundary terms localized on the Ryu-Takayanagi
surface.
3.4 Relative entropy for stress tensor deformation
We now want to repeat the above calculation in the case where the excited state is created
by turning on a Euclidean source for the stress tensor. Much of the discussion in the previous
section carries through directly in this case. Starting from our expression (3.13), the terms
in the relative entropy at second order in the stress-tensor deformation are given by
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )grav = −
∫
dµαβγδ
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
)〈Tαβ(τa, Ya)T γδ(τb + is, Yb)〉
(3.51)
where∫
dµµνρσ =
1
4
∫ 2pi
0
dτa
∫
Hd−1
dYa
∫ 2pi
0
dτb
∫
Hd−1
dYb λµν(τa, Ya)λρσ(τb, Yb)Ω
−2(τa, Ya)Ω−2(τb, Yb).
(3.52)
Following our discussion in the scalar case, we now rewrite the stress-tensor two-point function
in terms of the asymptotic symplectic flux
−
〈
Tµν(τ, Ya)T
ρσ(is, Yb)
〉
=
C˜T
a∗
W gravD(A)(K
µν
E;mn,K
ρσ
R; pq) (3.53)
where W gravD(A) is the integral of the symplectic 2-form (2.10) associated with the graviton
integrated over D(A), namely the domain of dependence of the boundary region A. This
is analogous to (3.15). Further, KαβE;mn(rB, isB, YB|τ, Ya) is the graviton bulk-to-boundary
propagator sourced in Euclidean time with the bulk point analytically continued to real time,
and KρσR; pq(rB, sB, YB|s, Yb) is the retarded bulk-to-boundary propagator. Here α, β · · · denote
boundary indices and m,n · · · denote bulk indices; we will often suppress the boundary indices
entirely to avoid confusion. We have also extracted a normalization factor C˜Ta∗ in (3.53). This
normalization is due to the following fact. The asymptotic symplectic flux defined through
the form ωgrav in (2.10) computes a stress-tensor two-point function in an AdS space whose
scale is set in terms of a∗ as in (1.8). However, the stress-tensor two-point function in our
actual CFT may be normalized independently by a constant conventionally called CT , which
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is related to C˜T via the first equation in (1.1).
15 The normalization factor in (3.53) accounts
for this and ensures that the right hand side of that equation computes the CFT two-point
function for arbitrary values of C˜T .
One additional subtlety absent in the scalar case, but which we must confront presently,
is that we have to pick a gauge for the graviton bulk-to-boundary propagators. For our
purposes, it is important that the propagators have nice analytic properties. A convenient
gauge from this point of view is the generalized de-Donder gauge
∇(0)m hmn = 0, gmn(0) hmn = 0. (3.54)
In this gauge, we can write the Euclidean bulk-to-boundary propagator conveniently using
the index-free notation introduced in [37] as
KE(XB, ZB|P,Z) = C
(
2(ZB · P )(Z ·XB)− 2(P ·XB)(ZB · Z)
)2
(−2P ·XB)d+2 (3.55)
where ZB, Z are respectively bulk and boundary auxiliary vectors in embedding space, and
XB =
(
rBY
I
B,
√
r2B − 1 cos τB,
√
r2B − 1 sin τB, rBY mB
)
(3.56)
is the bulk point written in embedding space, while
P =
(
Y I , cos τ, sin τ, Y m
)
(3.57)
is the boundary point written in embedding space (see Appendix A for further details).
Taking derivatives with respect to the auxiliary vectors ZB, Z and performing appropriate
projections restores the four indices of the propagators [37]. The propagator (3.55) has nice
causal properties. In particular, the corresponding Wightman propagators have no acausal
brach-cuts; in fact, the only singularities are simple poles at s±∗ + 2piiZ. In a different gauge
(the holographic gauge for instance), the Wightman propagators can have acausal (spacelike)
cuts which could lead to additional complications in our calculation. For instance, recall from
our discussion in the scalar case that in performing the s-integral we had to resort to a number
of contour deformations, which heavily rely on the analytic properties of the propagator. In
the presence of acausal cuts, these arguments need further consideration. Fortunately, making
the gauge choice (3.55) avoids such issues. Of course, equation (3.53) is gauge-invariant and
15 The analogous gravity statement is that the graviton propagator defined by expanding the gravitational
Lagrangian to second order in the perturbation, is normalized in a way that is a priori independent of the AdS
scale [36]. In higher derivative theories of gravity, the ratio C˜T
a∗ becomes a function of the higher derivative
couplings, see §4.
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can be verified in any gauge, but the manipulations we will perform below require the stated
gauge-choice.
The relative entropy to second order is then given by
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )grav =
C˜T
a∗
∫
dµµνρσ
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i sgn(τa−τb)
2
)W gravD(A)(KµνE;mn,KρσR; pq)
(3.58)
Now we can re-trace our steps from the previous section. We push the symplectic flux from
the asymptotic boundary to the horizon, and then carry out the s-integral using exactly the
same techniques used in the scalar case. The integral has three potential contributions (recall
figure 6 for a visualization of the contours):
(i) from the double-pole coming from sinh2,
(ii) from the vertical contour C− at s∗− when the bulk point approaches the past horizon,
(iii) and from the vertical contour C+ at s
∗
+ when the bulk point approaches the future
horizon.
The contribution (i) from the double pole can be computed in essentially the same way as in
the scalar case, and one obtains the following analogue of (3.42):
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )grav
∣∣∣
pole
=
C˜T
a∗
W gravH+ (h,LξAh) ≡
C˜T
a∗
∫
H+
ωgrav (h,LξAh) , (3.59)
where
hmn(`
+
B, YB) =
1
2
∫
dτdY λµν(τ, Y )Ω
−2(τ, Y )KµνE;mn(`
+
B, YB|τ, Y ) . (3.60)
The latter expression is the first-order metric perturbation on our auxiliary AdS space satisfy-
ing the linearized Einstein equations and having a Euclidean continuation whose asymptotic
behaviour is determined by the sources λµν . Equivalently [28], it is the source-free Lorentzian
solution with asymptotic behavior determined by the CFT stress tensor expectation values
via (1.17). This is exactly the metric perturbation δg(1) that computes the ball entanglement
entropies to first order via HRRT.
The result (3.59) has the same form as the gravitational part of our desired expression
(3.1), i.e. the bulk canonical energy in the region ΣA. However, equation (3.59) cannot be
whole answer. As reviewed in §2, this is the complete expression for canonical energy only in
the Hollands-Wald gauge. The calculations in this section make use of a different gauge, and
in this case one expects additional boundary terms localized on the Ryu-Takayanagi surface
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A˜, which make the full answer gauge-invariant. We will now show that the contributions from
the vertical contours C± in the CFT calculation correctly reproduce the expected boundary
terms, thus restoring gauge-invariance.
Vertical contours
Let us consider the contour integral along C+ for concreteness
Imn(C+) = i lim
`−B→0
∫ s+∗ −ε′+2pii
s+∗ −ε′
ds
4 sinh2(s/2)
hpq(`
+
Be
−s, `−Be
s, YB)J
p
mJ
q
n
= i lim
`−B→0
∮
Γ
dw
e−s
+∗
(w − e−s+∗ )2 hpq(
`+B
wes
+∗
, `−Bwe
s+∗ , YB)J
p
mJ
q
n (3.61)
where as before, s+∗ is the time of the future light-like singularity in the bulk-to-boundary
propagator, and Γ is the contour |w| = 1 − ε′. We have also used translation invariance in
Rindler time to rewrite this integral directly in terms of the bulk graviton (instead of the
bulk-to-boundary propagator). The novel feature in the present case is the appearance of the
Jacobian factors on account of the graviton spin
J β¯ α¯ =
(
e−s
+∗
w 0
0 wes
+∗
)
, Jβα = δ
β
α, (3.62)
where the unbarred indices α, β run along Hd−1 while the barred indices α¯, β¯ run over the
light-cone directions `±B. Note that although the bulk point in equation (3.61) is at finite `
+
B
and small `−B, the boost factors e
±s+∗ drag the point back to small `+B, while the w integral
gets a non-trivial contribution only from the small `−B region. So effectively the integral I(C+)
probes the geometry only very close to the Ryu-Takayanagi surface.
Let us now evaluate the w-integral component by component. Consider for instance I−−:
I−−(C+) = i lim
`−B→0
∮
Γ
dw
(
e−s
+∗
w2
+ 2
e−2s
+∗
w3
+ · · ·
)
w2e2s
+∗ h−−(
`+B
wes
+∗
, `−Bwe
s+∗ , YB). (3.63)
Next, we expand out h−−
h−−(
`+B
wes
+∗
, `−Bwe
s+∗ , YB) = h−−(0, 0, YB)+
`+B
wes
+∗
∂+h−−(0, 0, YB)+`−Bwe
s+∗ ∂−h−−(0, 0, YB)+· · ·
(3.64)
and then perform the w-integral by the residue theorem. This gives
I−−(C+) = −2pi
[
2 (h−−)A˜ + `
+
B (∂+h−−)A˜ +O(`
−
B)
]
, (3.65)
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where the subscript A˜ stands for evaluation at the undeformed Ryu-Takayangi surface `+B =
`−B = 0. We can also compute the other components similarly, keeping in mind that the
Jacobian factors will be different. The final result is
I−−(C+) = −2pi
[
2 (h−−)A˜ + `
+
B (∂+h−−)A˜ +O(`
−
B)
]
, (3.66)
I−α(C+) = −2pi (h−α)A˜ +O(`−B), (3.67)
Iαβ(C+) = −2pi `−B (∂−hαβ)A˜ +O((`−B)2), (3.68)
I+−(C+) = O(`−B), (3.69)
I+α(C+) = O((`
−
B)
2), (3.70)
I++(C+) = O((`
−
B)
3). (3.71)
In contrast with the scalar calculation, we now see that the integral along the vertical contour
C+ has a finite contribution in the limit the bulk point approaches the future horizon. Al-
though we did not display all the O(`−B) terms above, it is possible to compute them directly
from the w contour integral. We have shown only one such term which will be relevant for our
purposes, we do not need to compute the rest. A completely analogous calculation determines
the integral Imn(C−).
To summarize, taking into account contributions from all parts of the integration contour,
the relative entropy (3.58) to second order in a stress tensor deformation is16
δ(2)S(ρ||ρ(0)A )grav (3.72)
=
C˜T
a∗
{∫
ΣA
ωgrav (h,LξAh) +
∫
H+
ωgrav (h,−I(C+)) +
∫
H−
ωgrav (h,−I(C−))
}
.
Matching the gauge dependent boundary terms
Now we wish to identify the last two terms in (3.72) with the boundary term localized on the
RT surface discussed in §2.3 which is the result of the gauge transformation from Hollands-
Wald to de-Donder gauge. We recall from (2.24) that this boundary term had the form∫
A˜
χ
(
h, [ξA, V ]
)
=
∫
ΣA
ωgrav(h,L[ξA,V ]g(0)). (3.73)
16 Note that the integrals I(C±) contribute with a minus sign. This is because we previously added them
by hand to complete the integration contour in figure 6. To account for this, we should now subtract these
contributions.
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Since this vector field must generate a gauge transformation from a Hollands-Wald gauge, it
must obey the Hollands-Wald conditions listed in §2.1 or in [17]. We will now show that the
last two terms in (3.72) can be written in the form (3.73).
In order to proceed, we begin by noting that equations (3.66) and (3.67) can also be
written as
I−−(C+) = (LξAh−−)A˜ + 2pi
`+B
2
(
∇(0)α hα− −
1
2
∇(0)− hαα
)
A˜
+O(`−B) (3.74)
I−α(C+) = (LξAh−α)A˜ +O(`−B) (3.75)
where in the former equation we have used the generalized de-Donder gauge conditions. In
this form, it is evident that the corresponding contribution to the CFT relative entropy is
closely related to the boundary terms on the gravity side. We can make this more precise.
We now claim that there exists a vector field Va(+), such that∫
H+
ωgrav(h,−I(C+)) =
∫
H+
ωgrav(h,L[ξA,V(+)]g(0)) . (3.76)
In practice, we determine this vector field by making an ansatz for V(+) and matching
−Imn(C+) with L[ξA,V(+)]g(0). The latter two expressions cannot be matched perfectly, but
the remainder term takes a form that drops out of the symplectic flux-integral over H+ and
is therefore irrelevant. It turns out that the only conditions on V(+) we need to require for
this matching to work are
2
(
∂−V+(+)
)
A˜
= (LξAh−−)B˜ (3.77)(
1
2
∂αV+(+) +
δαβ
u2
∂−Vβ(+)
)
A˜
= (LξAh−α)A˜(
∇(0)α ∇(0),αV(+);− +
[
∇(0)α ,∇(0)−
]
Vα(+)
)
A˜
= −
(
∇(0)α hα− −
1
2
∇(0)− hαα
)
A˜
.
We recognize these conditions as being precisely part of the Hollands-Wald gauge con-
ditions. We conclude that the components V+(+)
∣∣
A˜ and ∂−V+(+)
∣∣
A˜ coincide with the same
components of the Hollands-Wald gauge vector field V , see (2.25). All other components of
V(+) are irrelevant for the matching (3.76).
To summarize, we can make the replacement −I(C+) → L[ξA,V(+)]g(0) inside the sym-
plectic flux on H+ in our CFT calculation subject to the above constraints on V(+). The
contribution to the relative entropy at second order from C+ is then given by
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A )grav
∣∣∣
C+
=
C˜T
a∗
∫
H+
ωgrav
(
h,L[ξA,V(+)]g(0)
)
=
C˜T
a∗
∫
A˜
χ
(
h, [ξA,V(+)]
)
(3.78)
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and thus entirely consists of boundary terms localized on the undeformed RT surface.
A similar argument applies to the integral over H−. Therefore, the full CFT result (3.72)
is given by
δ(2)S(ρ||ρ(0)A )grav
=
C˜T
a∗
{∫
ΣA
ωgrav (h,LξAh) +
∫
H+
ωgrav
(
h,L[ξA,V(+)]g(0)
)
+
∫
H−
ωgrav
(
h,L[ξA,V(−)]g(0)
)}
=
C˜T
a∗
{∫
ΣA
ωgrav (h,LξAh) +
∫
A˜
(
χ
(
h, [ξA,V(+)]
)
+ χ
(
h, [ξA,V(−)]
) )}
.
Defining a vector field V such that
V +
∣∣
A˜
= V+(+)
∣∣∣
A˜
, ∂−V +
∣∣
A˜
= ∂−V+(+)
∣∣∣
A˜
, (3.79)
V −
∣∣
A˜
= V−(−)
∣∣∣
A˜
, ∂+V
−∣∣
A˜
= ∂+V−(−)
∣∣∣
A˜
, (3.80)
we find that (3.77) and the analogous equations for V(−) are precisely the Hollands-Wald
constraints that our gauge transformation must satisfy. Since these are the only components
of V which enter the boundary term, our CFT result can be written as
δ(2)S(ρ||ρ(0)A )grav =
C˜T
a∗
{∫
ΣA
ωgrav (h,LξAh) +
∫
A˜
χ (h, [ξA, V ])
}
, (3.81)
where V generates a gauge transformation from a Hollands-Wald gauge to the de-Donder
gauge.
3.5 Summary of the CFT result
Combining the results from §3.3 and §3.4 for a scalar and a stress tensor deformation of the
Euclidean path integral, we find:
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) =
∫
ΣA
{ C˜T
a∗
ωgrav
(
h,LξAh
)
+ ωφ (δφ,LξAδφ)
}
+
C˜T
a∗
∫
A˜
χ
(
h, [ξA, V ]
)
,
(3.82)
where δφ is the expectation value of the bulk scalar field dual to the operator sources in the
Euclidean path integral and similarly h is the expectation value of the perturbation to the
bulk metric in Hollands-Wald gauge. While we have performed the above CFT calculation
for a particular ball-shaped region, conformal symmetry dictates that the same calculation
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goes through more generally for any ball-shaped region of arbitrary radius, or in an arbitrary
boosted frame, with appropriately chosen conformal factors.
Now, recall the fundamental gravitational identity (2.26),
(EgravA − SgravA )(2) (3.83)
=
∫
ΣA
{
ωgrav
(
h,LξAh
)
+ ωφ
(
δφ,LξAδφ
)
− 2ξaA
(
E
(2)
ab
)
b
}
+
∫
A˜
χ
(
h, [ξA, V ]
)
,
Putting together the above equations (asserting (1.1), i.e., C˜Ta∗ = 1) and using the basic
ingredient that δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) = (EgravA − SgravA )(2) we find∫
ΣA
ξaA 
b E
(2)
ab = 0 . (3.84)
From the arbitrariness of the choice of slice ΣA, one infers by the argument in [9] (or al-
ternatively [10, 11]) the vanishing of the integrand, i.e., the second order Einstein equations
(including matter sources) as anticipated in (1.23). This establishes the central result of our
work.
Without assuming C˜Ta∗ = 1, the above argument obviously fails. In the next section we
shall briefly discuss how the derivation needs to be modified in this case.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we have seen the emergence of non-linear gravitational dynamics from the
physics of entanglement entropy in conformal field theories. For a wide class of states designed
to give coherent states of bulk fields in the case of holographic theories, we have seen that
(i) there exists an asymptotically AdS spacetime, M(ε), which correctly computes via HRRT
ball entanglement entropies for the state (and also one-point functions and relative entropy
compared with the vacuum), and (ii) any such geometry satisfies Einstein’s equations sourced
by matter fields determined in terms of the CFT one-point functions. Both results hold up to
second order in the sources used to define the state; in particular, the gravitational equations
that emerge hold to second order in perturbations about AdS and include nonlinear terms
governing the self-interaction of the metric and the interaction of the metric with bulk matter
fields.
Our result is universal for theories with C˜T = a
∗ (this covers all theories in d = 2) and
does not rely on any assumptions about holography. In particular, both the existence of a
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geometry capturing the entanglement entropies and the fact that such a geometry satisfies
local bulk equations are outputs of our calculations. On the other hand, as we now explain,
our result provides a consistency check for the AdS/CFT correspondence and the HRRT
formula.
Necessity of our results for the AdS/CFT correspondence
We have seen that for states of the form (1.2) in any CFT, we write the entanglement entropy
to second order in the one-point functions17
SCFT (A, 〈O〉, 〈T 〉) = a∗S(0)(A) +
∫
K
(1)
A (x)〈T (x)〉+
∫ ∫
K
(2)
A (x1, x2)〈Oα(x1)〉〈Oα(x2)〉
+
1
C˜T
∫ ∫
L
(2)
A (x1, x2)〈T (x1)〉〈T (x2)〉+ . . .
(4.1)
up to second order, this expression depends on which CFT we are dealing with only through
the coefficients a∗ and C˜T .
Starting from the same state, we can perturbatively define an asymptotically AdS geom-
etry M〈O〉(ε) to second order by using (1.8) to define the AdS scale and (1.17) and (3.2) to
define the asymptotic behavior of the bulk fields. We then solve Einstein’s equations (and
linearized matter equations) perturbatively to determine the metric in the bulk up to second
order. From this, we can apply the HRRT formula to this geometry to define a functional
Sgrav(A, 〈O〉, 〈T 〉); this depends only on the parameter a∗ and takes the form18
Sgrav(A, 〈O〉, 〈T 〉) = a∗Sˆ(0)(A) +
∫
Kˆ
(1)
A (x)〈T (x)〉+
∫ ∫
Kˆ
(2)
A (x1, x2)〈Oα(x1)〉〈Oα(x2)〉
+
1
a∗
∫ ∫
Lˆ
(2)
A (x1, x2)〈T (x1)〉〈T (x2)〉+ . . .
(4.2)
Now, according to the AdS/CFT correspondence, there exist families of CFTs with a∗ =
C˜T dual to gravitational theories whose classical description (associated to the leading order
17 In our calculation, we expressed the second order terms in terms of the first-order sources. However,
the sources at first order are linearly related to the one-point functions at first order via a map that depends
only on the CFT two-point function. We have λT ∼ 〈TT 〉 ∼ (1/C˜T )〈T 〉, leading to the factor of 1/C˜T here.
If we instead express the result directly in terms of sources, the first order term 〈T (x)〉 when expanded at
second order in the sources is sensitive to the full CFT stress tensor 3 point function which depends on more
parameters in addition to C˜T and a
?. However this dependence cancels from the entropy when expressed in
terms of one-point functions.
18 This gravitational result was previously discussed in [38].
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in the 1/a∗ expansion of the CFT for large a∗) is Einstein gravity coupled to matter. Then
for states of the form (1.2) in such a theory, Sgrav(A, 〈O〉, 〈T 〉) and SCFT (A, 〈O〉, 〈T 〉) must
agree with each other in the limit of large a∗, with vanishing fractional error in the large a∗
limit. This is only possible if all the functionals appearing in (4.1) and (4.2) are the same; it
follows immediately that the two functionals also agree for any other theory with a∗ = C˜T .
This is what we have shown directly in this paper; thus, our results provide a consistency
check for AdS/CFT.
Generalization to theories with C˜T 6= a∗
By the AdS/CFT correspondence, we expect that there also exist families of CFTs dual
to gravitational theories whose classical descriptions include various higher curvature terms.
For these theories, the CFT coefficients a∗ and C˜T are determined by the parameters in the
gravitational Lagrangian; in general, we will have C˜T 6= a∗. Following the logic in the previous
section, if the AdS/CFT correspondence is also correct for these more general theories, the
analogue of (4.2) must again match with (4.1) in the limit of large central charges; in this
case C˜T can differ from a
∗, so we can potentially reproduce the result (4.1) for any a∗ and
C˜T , i.e. the general result for any CFT, by using a two-parameter family of gravitational
Lagrangians.
In practice, we expect that it is not necessary to use gravitational Lagrangians which
arise as the dual of some CFT. We can follow the procedure described above to define Sgrav
for any Lagrangian L (making use of an appropriately modified holographic dictionary and
entanglement functional; see below), and we expect that the result to this order should take
the CFT form.19 Thus, we can work with a simple two-parameter theory such as the Gauss-
Bonnet theory L = 116piGN
[
(R− 2Λ)− αGB2Λ d(d−1)(d−2)(d−3)(RabcdRabcd − 4RabRab +R2)
]
, which
in d ≥ 4 which leads to [39]
C˜T
a∗
= 1 +
4
d− 3 αGB +O(α
2
GB
) . (4.3)
We emphasize that in the more general case, to define (4.2) for some gravitational La-
grangian L, we should use the correct entanglement entropy functional associated with L.20
It is known that in the presence of higher derivative corrections the functional which com-
putes entanglement entropy needs to be corrected by extrinsic curvature terms [40–43]. These
19 If not, we could conclude that this gravity Lagrangian lies in the swampland, i.e. that it does not
correspond to the classical limit of a consistent quantum theory.
20 The relative normalization on the two sides of the holographic dictionary (1.17) also depends on L [9].
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correction terms are quadratic in extrinsic curvatures and therefore contribute at second or-
der in perturbation theory. We expect that these terms need to be taken into account to
correctly match with SCFT ; it is likely that we can constrain these terms independent from
other methods by requiring that this matching works correctly.
In summary, we can make the following conjectures:
1. For any CFT, for any state of the form (1.2), there exists a gravitational Lagrangian
L in some two-parameter family and a geometry ML(ε) defined by a metric g(0)AdS +
ε δg(1) + ε2 δg(2) + . . . and fields φα associated with the sourced operators, such that the
entanglement entropies for all ball-shaped regions are correctly computed from ML(ε)
up to order ε2 via the generalized HRRT formula with entanglement entropy functional
obtained from L, and the one-point functions are correctly computed to order ε2 from
the asymptotic behavior of the fields. For example, for any value of C˜Ta∗ in d ≥ 4, one can
choose L to be the Gauss-Bonnet Lagrangian for a particular value of the Gauss-Bonnet
coupling and the cosmological constant.
2. Any geometry ML(ε) that correctly computes entanglement entropies for a CFT state
of the form (1.2) using the entanglement entropy formula appropriate to a Lagrangian
L must satisfy the equation of motion associated with L, up to second order in ε, where
the stress-energy tensor is that for a set of matter fields corresponding to the sourced
operators Oα, and these matter fields solve linearized equations about AdS with boundary
conditions specified by the CFT one-point functions of Oα.
To complete the proof of these assertions, we need to show (as we did in section 3 for
Einstein gravity coupled to matter) that the CFT relative entropy for ball-shaped regions can
also be written in terms of the symplectic form associated with a more general Lagrangian L.
As we explained in section 2, the geometrical identity (1.20) that we needed also generalizes to
arbitrary L. Combining the CFT calculation with the gravitational identity as before should
hopefully lead to the conjectured assertion; however, there are a number of subtleties to sort
out in the more general case. We are planning to report on this issue in the future.
Higher orders in perturbation theory
It is interesting to consider extending our results to higher orders in state perturbation. At
each order in perturbation theory, we can ask what conditions on the CFT guarantee that the
ball entanglement entropies for states of the form (1.2) can be reproduced via HRRT (or a
more general functional) by a spacetime M(ε) defined perturbatively to the same order, and
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we can try to extend our derivation to show that M(ε) must satisfy Einstein’s equations (or
some more general gravitational equations) at higher orders. We note that the key identity
(1.18) that formed the basis of our proof is already valid non-perturbatively; we have so far
exploited it only at first and second order.21 Also, the CFT calculations of relative entropy
in terms of the sources can also be extended to higher order; at nth order in the sources
the expression for relative entropy will involve vacuum n point functions of operators in
the CFT.22 We thus expect that agreement at order n between SCFT and Sgrav will place
constraints on the structure of CFT n-point functions for a holographic theory.
For n = 3, the functional form of the correlators is still fixed by conformal invariance up to
a small number of parameters; these should be determined in terms of a∗ for agreement with
Einstein gravity.23 At n = 4 and higher, where the functional form of correlation functions
can include general functions of cross-ratios, these constraints should be severe. It would be
interesting to understand the relation between these constraints obtained this way and other
conditions such as the sparseness of the spectrum of light operators.
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A Coordinates in embedding space and conventions
We use the following parametrization for AdSd+1 embedded in R1,d+1:
Poincare´ coordinates: XA =
(
1 + z2 + x2
2z
,
1− x2 − z2
2z
,
x
z
)
,
Hyperbolic coordinates: XA =
(
rY I ,
√
r2 − 1 cos(τ),
√
r2 − 1 sin(τ), rY m
)
,
(A.1)
where the hyperbolic space Hd−1 is described by:
Y ≡ (Y I , Y m) =
(
1 + u2 + ~x2
2u
,
1− ~x2 − u2
2u
,
~x
u
)
∈ Hd−1 , (A.2)
such that Y I > 0 and Y 2 ≡ −(Y I)2 + Y mY m = −1. Similarly, points on the boundary
S1 ×Hd−1 are denoted as
P ≡ (P I , P II , Pµ) = (Y I , cos(τ), sin(τ), Y m) ∈ S1 ×Hd−1 , (A.3)
such that they describe a section of the light-cone P ·P = 0, P I > 0 in the flat embedding space
geometry ηAB = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1). This hyperbolic description of the boundary geometry is
related to the flat space description
P =
(
R2 + x2
2R
,
R2 − x2
2R
, xµ
)
∈ Rd (A.4)
by a conformal transformation. The conformal factor associated with this map is
Ω(τ, Y ) = R−1(Y I + cos τ). (A.5)
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The induced AdS metric (in the hyperbolic black hole coordinates xm = (s = −iτ, r, u, ~x))
is given by
g(0) = ηMN
∂XM
∂xm
∂XN
∂xn
dxmdxn = −(r2 − 1)ds2 + dr
2
(r2 − 1) +
r2
u2
(
du2 + d~x2
)
, (A.6)
and the Killing field ξA in these coordinates is given by ξA = 2pi∂s.
For our calculations, it is much more useful to work in the `± coordinates defined as
`± =
√
r2 − 1 e±s . (A.7)
In this case, the Jacobians are given by
∂XA
∂u
=
√
1 + `+`−
(
E0 − Y
u
)A
∂XA
∂~xi
=
√
1 + `+`−
(
xi
u
EA0 +
δAi
u
)
∂XA
∂`±
=
`∓
2
√
1 + `+`−
Y A +
1
2
EA± (A.8)
The AdS metric is given by
g(0) =
1
4(1 + `+`−)
(−`2−d`2+ − `2+d`2−)+(14 + 14(1 + `+`−)
)
2d`+d`−+
1 + `+`−
u2
(
du2 + d~x2
)
(A.9)
g−1(0) = `
2
+∂
2
+ + `
2
−∂
2
− + (2 + `+`−)2∂+∂− +
u2
1 + `+`−
(
∂2u + ∂
2
~x
)
(A.10)
while the Killing field ξA in these coordinates is given by ξA = 2pi(`+∂+ − `−∂−).
To summarize our index conventions: we use capital indices A,B, . . . for embedding
space R1,d−1. Small letters a, b, . . . ,m, n, . . . are used for AdSd+1. Greek indices α, β, . . .
are indices along the (d − 1)-dimensional HRRT surface, and barred indices α¯, β¯, . . . denote
normal directions (`+B, `
−
B) normal to that surface. We also use indices from the second half
of the Greek alphabet µ, ν, . . . for CFTd boundary coordinates.
B Relative entropy at second order
In this appendix we review the connection between relative entropy and the Fisher information
metric and provide some related calculational details skipped in the main text.
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Fisher information metric
The relative entropy at second order is given by
1
2
d2
dε2
S(ρ(ε)||ρ(0)) = 1
2
tr
(
δρ
d
dε
ln(ρ0 + εδρ)
)
, (B.1)
where
ρ(ε) = ρ0 + ε δρ+ . . . , (B.2)
and we have used the fact that tr(δρ) = 0. The expression (B.1) evaluated at ε = 0 defines
the Fisher information metric F (δρ, δρ). Using
− ln(X) =
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
(
e−sX − e−s) , (B.3)
and
d
dε
eA+εB =
∫ 1
0
dx eAxBe(1−x)A , (B.4)
we get
1
2
d2
dε2
S(ρ(ε)||ρ0) = 1
2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ ∞
0
ds tr
(
δρe−sxρ0δρe−(1−x)sρ0
)
. (B.5)
In a basis where ρ0 is diagonal with eigenvalues ρa, this gives
1
2
d2
dε2
S(ρ(ε)||ρ0) =
∑
ρa<ρb
|δρab|2 ln(ρb)− ln(ρa)
ρb − ρa +
1
2
∑
ρa=ρb
|δρab|2(ρa)−1 (B.6)
Using contour integration, it is straightforward to show that
1
4
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
e
isx
2pi
1 + cosh(s)
=
x
2(e
x
2 − e−x2 ) (B.7)
Using this, we can show that the following formulae reproduce the results (B.6) above, again
by going to a basis where ρ0 is diagonal
1
2
d2
dε2
S(ρ(ε)||ρ0) = 1
4
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
1 + cosh(s)
tr(δρρ
− 1
2
− is
2pi
0 δρρ
− 1
2
+ is
2pi
0 ) . (B.8)
Shifting the integration contour by s→ s± ipi(1− ), or directly using the results∫ ∞
−∞
ds
e
isx
2pi
4 sinh2
(
s±i
2
) = ±x
1− e±x (B.9)
we obtain the alternative formulae
1
2
d2
dε2
S(ρ(ε)||ρ0) = −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i
2
)tr(ρ−10 δρρ is2pi0 δρρ−is2pi0 ) (B.10)
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and
1
2
d2
dε2
S(ρ(ε)||ρ0) = −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s−i
2
)tr(ρ−10 δρρ−is2pi0 δρρ is2pi0 ) . (B.11)
We will make use of these results in the following paragraph to express the second order
relative entropy in terms of an analytically continued two-point function. As an aside, we
note that replacing the two instances of δρ in (B.8), (B.10), or (B.11) with δρ1 and δρ2 (in
either order) gives a symmetric bilinear form that defines the Fisher information metric about
ρ0.
Derivation of Eq. (3.12)
We can use the representations (B.10) and (B.11) to derive the expression (3.12) for second
order relative entropy in terms of a time ordered two-point function. In general, we have for
state perturbations of the form (3.9) the following expression for relative entropy:
δ(2)S(ρA||ρ(0)A ) = 2
∫
ddxa
∫
ddxbλα(xa)λα(xb)F (ρ
(0)
A Oα(xa), ρ(0)A Oα(xb)) . (B.12)
In anticipation of the time ordering, let us distinguish the two cases τa > τb and τa < τb
(where τa,b are the Euclidean times of the insertion points of the two scalar operators). For
τa > τb, we use the representation (B.10) to write
F (ρ
(0)
A Oα(xa), ρ(0)A Oα(xb))τa>τb
= −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i
2
)tr(Oα(xb)e− is2piHA e−HAOα(xa)e is2piHA)
= −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+i
2
) Ω∆(τb, x˜b)
Ω∆(τb + is, x˜b)
tr
(
e−HAOα(τa, x˜a)Oα(τb + is, x˜b)
) (B.13)
where ρ
(0)
A = e
−HA is the vacuum state, which is computed naturally using the Euclidean
path integral. Similarly, when τa < τb, we use (B.11) and get
F (ρ
(0)
A Oα(xa), ρ(0)A Oα(xb))τa<τb
= −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s−i
2
) Ω∆(τb, x˜b)
Ω∆(τb + is, x˜b)
tr
(
e−HAOα(τb + is, x˜b)Oα(τa, x˜a)
) (B.14)
The sum of these two gives
F (ρ
(0)
A Oα(xa), ρ(0)A Oα(xb))
= −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
4 sinh2
(
s+isgn(τa−τb)
2
) Ω∆(τb, x˜b)
Ω∆(τb + is, x˜b)
〈T [Oα(τa, x˜a)Oα(τb + is, x˜b)]〉 ,
(B.15)
where T indicated τ ordering. Plugging this into (B.12) gives the result (3.12).
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C Derivation of Eq. (2.23)
Here, we give some details on the proof that χ
(LξA(h + LV g), V )A˜ = 0. We abbreviate
γ˙ ≡ LξA(h+LV g). The perturbation h+LV g is in Hollands-Wald gauge by construction, so
γ˙|
A˜
= 0. Using this fact, we can drop terms proportional to γ˙ and evaluate the desired form:
χ
(
γ˙, V
)
A˜
= ab
(∇bγ˙ac V c −∇cγ˙ac V b +∇aγ˙cc V b)
= 2 +−
(
∇[−γ˙+]α¯ V α¯ −∇cγ˙c[+ V −] +∇[+γ˙cc V −]
)
,
(C.1)
where we used the fact that the only non-vanishing components of the vector V evaluated on
the RT surface are V + and V −. We now lower indices and calculate:
χ
(
γ˙, V
)
A˜
= −8 +−
(
∇[−γ˙+]α¯ V α¯ −∇cγ˙c[+ g−]α¯ V α¯ +∇[+γ˙cc g−]α¯ V α¯
)
= −8 +−
{
∇[−γ˙+]α¯ V α¯ −
(
2∇+γ˙−[+ + 2∇−γ˙+[+ +∇αγ˙α[+
)
g−]α¯ V α¯
+
(
4∇[+γ˙+− +∇[+γ˙αα
)
g−]α¯ V α¯
}
= −8 +−
{
∇[−γ˙+]α¯ − 2
(∇+γ˙−[+ +∇−γ˙+[+) g−]α¯ + 4∇[+γ˙+− g−]α¯}V α¯
= 0 ,
(C.2)
where the last step can easily be checked and in the penultimate step we used
∇αγ˙α±
∣∣∣
A˜
= ∇±γ˙αα
∣∣∣
A˜
= 0 . (C.3)
D Bulk-to-boundary propagators
We can be more explicit about the various propagators. Recall from §3.3 the Euclidean
bulk-to-boundary propagator written in S1 ×Hd−1 coordinates:
KE(rB, τB, YB|τ, Y ) = D∆
(−2P ·XB)∆ =
D∆(
−2rBYB · Y − 2
√
r2B − 1 cos(τB − τ)
)∆ (D.1)
while the Wightman propagators are given by
K±(rB, sB, YB|s, Y ) = lim
→0+
D∆(
−2rBYB · Y − 2
√
r2B − 1 cosh(sB − s∓ i)
)∆ (D.2)
We now briefly review why the retarded propagator approaches a delta function asymp-
totically and thus explain Eqs. (3.24). It is clear that as rB → ∞, KR → 0 everywhere
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S'
Figure 8. The analytic structure in the complex s′ = sB − s plane. The red lines are branch-buts. The
blue line is the contour of integration.
except when (sB, YB) → (s, Y ). In this limit, the retarded propagator is the difference of
two divergent quantities, which naively look like they cancel. But in order to see the delta
function, we integrate the retarded propagator (3.18) against a constant function
i
∫ ∞
0
ds′
 D∆(
−2rBYB · Y − 2
√
r2B − 1 cosh(s′ − i)
)∆ − D∆(
−2rBYB · Y − 2
√
r2B − 1 cosh(s′ + i)
)∆

(D.3)
We can interpret this difference as a single integral along the contour that is shown in figure
8 together with the analytic structure in the complex s′ = sB − s plane. By using the KMS
condition, we can move the contour below the branch cut at Im(s′) = − to Im(s′) = (2pi−).
Then, using Cauchy’s theorem we replace the integral along these two contours with the
integral along a new contour running along the imaginary axis from s = i to s = i(2pi − ).
(The piece at s =∞ is exponentially suppressed, so we ignore it.) Now we see that this turns
the above integral into precisely the Euclidean integral, which in the limit rB →∞ we know
evaluates to one.
E A simple example
In this appendix we provide an explicit example to provide some intuition for the abstract
discussion. We consider a homogeneous perturbation of AdS3, which has been studied before
in [17]. We merely reproduce their result here, but using the formalism and conventions
developed in the main text.
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Homogeneous perturbation in AdS3
Consider AdS3 in Poincare´ coordinates with the following perturbation:
g(0)µν dx
µdxν =
1
z2
(−dt2 + dx2 + dz2) , hµνdxµdxν = ε (dt2 + dx2) , (E.1)
where ε is a perturbative parameter. The spherical boundary region of interest will be the
interval x ∈ [−1, 1] at t = 0. This perturbation was previously considered in [17] in a similar
context. Of course, in practical terms the computation is very simple in Poincare´ coordinates.
The point of the present section is to give a cross-check of our formalism.
We begin by recalling the gravitational result from [17], i.e., the canonical energy (2.26):
δ(2)(EgravA − SgravA ) +
∫
ΣA
2ξaAE
(2)
ab 
b =
∫
ΣA
ωgrav(h,LξAh) +
∫
A˜
χ
(
h, [ξA, V ]
)
= −2ε
2
15
+
7ε2
45
=
ε2
45
.
(E.2)
In the following, we will reproduce this result in our formalism. The transformation to
our hyperbolic black hole coordinates reads
`+ =
(1 + t)2 − x2 − z2
2z
, `− =
(1− t)2 − x2 − z2
2z
, u =
(
t2 − (1− x)2 − z2
t2 − (1 + x)2 − z2
)1/2
.
(E.3)
The perturbation itself looks somewhat complicated in these coordinates. We only need its
near-horizon expansion, which reads as
hµν =
2εu2
(1 + u2)4

(
1 + u4
) −2u2 2 (1− u2)
−2u2 (1 + u4) 2 (1− u2)
2
(
1− u2) 2 (1− u2) 8

+
2εu(1− u2)
(1 + u2)5

2u2
(
`−(u2−1)2+2`+(u4+1)
)
u2−1
(`−+`+)u2(1−6u2+u4)
u2−1 `+(1− 6u2 + u4)− 8`−u2
(`−+`+)u2(1−6u2+u4)
u2−1
2u2
(
`+(u2−1)2+2`−(u4+1)
)
u2−1 `−(1− 6u2 + u4)− 8`+u2
`+(1− 6u2 + u4)− 8`−u2 `−(1− 6u2 + u4)− 8`+u2 4(`−+`+)(1−6u
2+u4)
1−u2

+O(`+, `−)2
(E.4)
This perturbation is not in Hollands-Wald gauge. Instead, we find the following non-
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vanishing expressions at the surface A˜:(
∇(0)α hαα¯ −
1
2
∇(0)α¯ hαα
)
A˜
=
8εu3
(
u2 − 1)2
(u2 + 1)5
,
LξAh|A˜ =
8pi εu2
(
u4 + 1
)
(u2 + 1)4
 1 0
1−u2
u4+1
0 −1 u2−1
u4+1
1−u2
u4+1
u2−1
u4+1
0
 . (E.5)
The vector V a which transforms h to Hollands-Wald gauge can be constructed explicitly:
V =

2εu(u4+1)
3(u2+1)3
2εu(u4+1)
3(u2+1)3
0
+

0
−2εu
2(u4+1)
(u2+1)4
εu2(u6+7u4−7u2−1)
3(u2+1)4
 `+ +

−2εu
2(u4+1)
(u2+1)4
0
εu2(u6+7u4−7u2−1)
3(u2+1)4
 `− +O(`+, `−)2
(E.6)
where we have already fixed various integration constants by demanding finiteness at u = 0
and u =∞. The Hollands-Wald expressions (E.5) evaluated on the perturbation h+ LV g(0)
vanish. We now compute the relative entropy in different ways as a consistency check of our
derivations.
Evaluation of CFT result
We can now directly compute our CFT result (3.72), which reads24
δ(2)S(ρ||ρ0) =
∫
ΣA
ωgrav(h,LξAh) +
∫
H+
ωgrav(h,−I(C+)) +
∫
H−
ωgrav(h,−I(C−)) . (E.7)
The first integral over ΣA will, of course, match the result from above, −2ε215 , since it is exactly
the same term. Let us therefore investigate the integral over A˜. The integrals I(C+), I(C−)
are given in this example by
Iab(C+) = −2pi
 0 0 00 2(h−−|A˜) + `+(∂+h−−|A˜) (h−u|A˜)
0 (hu−|A˜) `−(∂−huu|A˜)
+ . . . ,
Iab(C−) = 2pi
 2(h++|A˜) + `−(∂−h++|A˜) 0 (h+u|A˜)0 0 0
(h+u|A˜) 0 `+(∂+huu|A˜)
+ . . . ,
(E.8)
24 We are assuming C˜T = a
∗ here.
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where “. . .” denotes higher order terms which don’t contribute to the integral (E.7). This
gives the following symplectic fluxes on H+ and H−, respectively:
ωgrav(h,−I(+))
∣∣
`−=0
=
4ε2u4
(
1 + u10 + u4(7u2 + 4)(u2 + 1)− `+ u
(
1 + u8 − 6u2(u4 − u2 + 1)))
(u2 + 1)
5
(`+u+ u2 + 1)
5 d`+du
ωgrav(h,−I(−))
∣∣
`+=0
=
4ε2u4
(
1 + u10 + u4(7u2 + 4)(u2 + 1)− `− u
(
1 + u8 − 6u2(u4 − u2 + 1)))
(u2 + 1)
5
(`−u+ u2 + 1)
5 d`−du
(E.9)
Integrating these as in (E.7) yields the same result as before, viz., (E.2).
Finally, note that we can also compute the relative entropy in a third way by evaluating
the final result of the CFT analysis, (3.79):
δ(2)S(ρ||ρ0) =
∫
ΣA
ωgrav (h,LξAh) +
∫
A˜
(
χ
(
h, [ξA,V(+)]
)
+ χ
(
h, [ξA,V(−)]
) )
. (E.10)
Again, the first term is the same as previously. For the second term, we need to determine
the vectors V(±). It is clear that we need the latter at most to second order in the expansion
around `+ = `− = 0. We find:
V(+) =
 (V
+|
A˜
) + (∂−V +|A˜) `− + . . .
0
w(0)(`−, u)
 , V(−) =
 0(V −|A˜) + (∂+V −|A˜) `+ + . . .
w(0)(`+, u)
 .
(E.11)
This yields
χ(h, [ξA,V(+)])
∣∣
`+=`−=0
= χ(h, [ξA,V(−)])
∣∣
`+=`−=0
= −2ε
2u3
(
3u4 − 2u2 + 3)
3 (u2 + 1)6
du . (E.12)
Integration of this form again results in the same numerical value as in (E.2).
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